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OF. POOR QUALITY 
INTRODUCTION 
ThIs document summarIzes results from the study effort for 
Contract NAS9-16410 "LIfe Cycle Cost AnalysIs of Shuttle-Derived 
Launch VehIcles". ThIs study was performed for the Lyndon B. 
Johnson Space Center (JSC) of the NatIonal AeronautIcs and Space 
.b,d mIn I strat Ion (NASA) by r::CON, I ncor porated. 
In accordance wIth Item MA-857T of Data RequIrements LIst No. T-
1681, thIs FInal Report summarIzes the results of all' study 
efforts assot;lated wIth ECON's Independent assessment of lIfe 
cycle costs for Shuttle-DerIved Launch VehIcle (SDLV) concepts. 
The report Is organIzed In two volumes. Volume I, the TechnIcal 
Report, Is or-ganlzed as follows: 





and assumptIons. It also Includes the SDLV Wor~\. 
Breakdown Structure. 
SectIon 2 discusses the approach used In deriving SDLV 
costs, IncludIng e31 Ibratlon factors and hIstorical 
data used. 
SectIon 3 presents a summary of study fIndIngs. It 
Includes SDLV cost estimates and SDLV/STS cost 
comparisons. 
SectIons 4 through 7 comprise comprehensIve reports of 
SDLV II'/;e cycle cost estImates. These costs are 
reported In NASA/JSC standard reporting formats. 
AppendIx A presents supportIng data. It Includes 
detal led ~ardware cost estImates (below subsystem 
level) that were derived using the RCA PRICE 84 cost 
mode I • 
Vol ume II, the Executive Summary, presents a dl gest of study 
approach and findings. The contents of Volume II were brIefed 
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1. BACKGROUND 
This study, which ECON begen In August 1981, hed the following 
obJectives: 
• Perform en Independent assessment of SDLV development, 
production end operations costs. This assessment was 
to be performed using only the design, perform8nce and 
programmatic definition of the Shuttle-Derived Launch 
Vehicle concepts as established by Martin Marietta and 
Ro'ck wei I I nternat I ona I, the tw 0 contractors perform I n9 
SDLV conceptual studies under separate contract to 
NASA. 
• Evaluate the relative life cycle costs of space 
tran~poratl on systems us I ng the Shuttl e a' onl9 In 
comparison to a mix of Shuttle end SDLV vehicles. 
These results were to be tested against a range of 
miSsion actiVity levels. 
• Calculate and compare the costs for alternative SDLV 
concepts. 
GROUND RULES AND ASSUMPTIONS 
The fol lowing ground rules and assumptions were observed In this 
study • 
.E.~±lm.A±l.n,g .G..c..Q.u..n.d. R.u.l.§.A.a. A I I cos t s w ere est I mat e din con s tan t 
1982 dollars. The values presented assume typical fee levels for 
a prl me contractor. Government program-management and slApport 
costs were estimated for every phase of the SDLV life cycle (See 
Section 7)J however for comparability with Shuttle costs, only 
those Government costs attributable to cost-per-fl Ight values 
were Included In the evaluation. 
Econom~ AnalysIs GuIdelInes. For purposes of enalysls, Shuttle 
acquisition costs were always considered sunk. AcqUisition wes 
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defined as Including: 1) Design, Development, Test and Evalua-
tion (DDT&E) phase activities through Shuttle Initial operational 
cepab I I I tv, end 2) Product I on of a four-Orb Iter fleet. The 
production costs of Orbiters five and beyond were Included In 
comperatlve assessments. 
For the SDLV, acquisition costs were kept separate but were not 
consIdered sunk In tho~e evaluations of transportation costs that 
were performed at ~~qut1i mission capabllli'Y. It Is only 
appropriate to sink SDLV ecqulsltlon costs In evaluations where 
some totally new mission capabl I Ity would be Introduced. 
Deyelopm~ Program ~mpt(oos. It was assumed that the DDT&E 
phese of the SDLV program wou I d cu I m I nate with a demonstrat I on 
flight. Production costs for this first flight article were 
Included In the DDT&E costs, as were costs for leunch, mission 
control and recovery associated with the first mission. It was 
also assumed that post-flight refurbishment of the reusable 
Propulsion/Avionics Module would take place as part of the DDT&E 
program. 
For test-f I I ght I aunch, the SPLV program was charged the average 
cost of one External Tank and a pair of Solid Rocket Booster's 
priced as of calendar year 1990. Kennedy Space Center (KSC) 
launch-operations costs were likewise assessed at values typical 
of the first I aunch date, as were Johnson Space Center f II ght 
operat Ion s costs. 
A c Q II ( s ( t ( Q D .Q.Q..rl. A.s..a.um p t I Q 0 s. I twa s ass u m edt h 8, t the r e usa b I ~ 
fleet of Propulsion/Avionics Modules would comprise four 
vehicles. Two PIA Modules would be permanently assigned at 
Kennedy Space Center, one wou I d be permanent I y ass I gned at 
Vandenburg A I r Force Base, and one wou I d serve as a backup un I t 
for either site. Three PIA Modules would be manufactured during 
'rhe Production phase and one would be the DDT&E unit refurbished. 
Recure I Dg ~ ~m.Rt I Qns. It was assumed that hardware common 
to both Shuttle and SDLV would be charged at Its proJected 
cumulative average price over the 1983-2000 time period. This 
hardware -- which Includes the External Tank (ET) and the Solid 
Rocket Boosters (SRBs) -- Is estimated on the basis of total 
number of flights In 1983-2000 portion of the mission model; SRB 
costs Include refurbishment of recovered hardware. Launch and 
flighT operations common to SDLV aod Shuttle were also al located 
on an average-cost-per-fllght basis. 
2 
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WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE 
The Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) used In this study Is based on 
the modular WBS concept that was developed by the Space Systems 
COST Analysis Group to replace MIL-STO-881A. This WSS, shown In 
Figure 1, conforms to the architectural philosophy formulated by 
the Group. Th I s ph II osophy mandates that space' system WBS have 
the following attributes: 
• Se end-term oriented; 
• Be universal (I.e., equally applicable to all phases of 
the system's life cycle); 
• Be modular (I.e., allow for growth and/or greater depth 
of reporting); and 
• Keep separate the costs for hardware, software, 
services, facilities (these costs are generated by 
different es~lmatlng techniques). 
The level 2 structure of the SOL V study WBS reflects the major 
end Items and services that make up the re.ference vehicle 
concepts. These I ncl ude the eXI stl ng Shuttl e External Tank and 
Solid Rocket Booster; the SOLV Propulsion/Avionics and Payload 
Modules; and all the services needed to launch, operate and 
manage the SOLV system. Note that a block was held In reserve at 
level 2 for upper stages. WBS 1.9 covers Integration of the SOLV 
sysTem by a prime contractor, and also accumulates management and 
Institutional costs Incurred at NASA centers and NASA 
Headquarters In support of SOLVe 
Levels 3 and 4 of the WBS Indicate the depth and nature of costs 
being estimated. In some cases, particularly In the SOLV-
peculiar modules, costs were estimated at WBS level 5 and have 
been summed for reporting purposes at level 4 •. 
3 I 
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2. TECHNICAL APPROACH 
To preserve the Independent assessment character of Its analysis, 
ECON exclusively used parametric and other historically-based 
techniques to estimate SDLV life cycle costs. The overall flow 
oft his a n a I y sis Iss u m mar I zed I n Fig u r e 2 '. F 0 u r t y pes 0 f 
activity are reflected In this figure: 
• ~~±~ a~~~ f£~~~£~i~~n: This Involved collection and 
normalization of a NASA-supplied technical and cost 
data base from historical space programs. Data were 
co I I ected 'n the areas of hardwarel software l 
operations and facilities. 
• .Q.Qrl f.s.i .. Lmatlng:· This Involved calibrating cost models 
from the historical data base and projecting estimates 
for the SDLV concepts. Costs were estimated using 
separate tool s for each cl ass of end Item. SDLV 
hardware development and production costs were 
estimated using the RCA PRICE 84 model, as calibrated; 
SDLV software costs were estimated using the PRICE'S' 
model, also as calibrated from the data base. SOL V 
facility costs were estimated by analogy to existing 
Shuttle facl I Itles. SDLV operations costs were 
estimated by analogy to Shuttle and expendable launch 
vehicle (ELV) ope,"atlons • 
• 
• 
.c.Q~i A~~.u.m.u.La±'~.Qn : T his I n v 0 I ve d c a I cui a tin g and 
summing costs In the quantities required to accomplish 
the various levels of mission activity. Nonrecurring 
costs (I.e., DDT&E and reusab I e fleet production) were 
summed manually. Recurring costs were calculated using 
ECON's Shuttle Cost and Price Model (SCP) with two 
separ.ate sets of I nputs, one set bel ng an ECON 
Independently-assessed data base • 
.Q.Q~± .Q.Qm~.a£~~.Qn .an..d. .E~~~.u..ai~.Qn: T his I n v 0 I v e d 
calculating costs for equal-capability alternatives to 
the SDLV. Mission scenarios wer'e evaluated In which 
Increased numbers of Shuttle flights were substituted 
for SDLV flights of grater single-launch capability. 
5 
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SIMPLIFIED STIJDY LOGIC 
DATA BASE OF HISTORICAL COST/TECHNICAL DATA 
- HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND OPERATIONS 
- SATURN, APOLLO, ET, SRB, ORB ITER, SS~1E, LPS, X-15 
I I 
-
INDEPENDENT INDEPENDENT INDEPENDENT 
COST ANALYSIS COST ANALYSIS COST ANALYSIS 
OF SOFTWARE OF HARDWARE OF OPERATIONS 
- PRICE S - PRICE 84 - HISi' ANALOGY 
I I I I I T I I I 
SUM SDLV SUM SDLV CALCULATE CALCULATE CALCULATE 
DDT & E PRODUCTION STS/SDLV SDLV OPS STS/SDLV 
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RecurrIng costs for these all-Shuttle scenarIos were 
estImated usIng SCPo 
The following sections explain In greater detail some of the 
models and technIques used In the study. 
HARDWARE COST ANALYSIS 
Using the PRICE 84 model, ECON estImated hardware costs for those 
elements unique to the SDLV (Payload and Propulsion/AvIonics 
modules) as wei I as for the Shuttle/SDLV common External Tank and 
SRB. PRICE 84, a general-case simulation modal, estImates 
development and production costs at any desired level of hardware 
Indenture. Cost drIvers In the PRICE 84 model Include size, 
complexity, quantIty, state of the art, and schedule. Of these, 
Inherent complexity of the product (whIch RCA cal Is manufacturIng 
complexity) Is the key variable. There are three ways to obtain 
values for thIs variable: 
• CalIbrated values as derIved from actual costs of 
similar hardware Cpreferr~d method), 
• 
• 
RCA supplied tables Cof particular use In electronrc 
hardware), and 
Calculated values derived from empirical rel~tlonshlps. 
ECON used all three methods In this study. Following Is a 
dIscussion of the calibration and calculation methods. 
~~~h£~±~~n Qi fE~~E a~ ~Qm~~~~±~ Y~£~~hl~~ As part of this 
study, ECON performed a PRICE model calibratIon exercise using 
the data base suppl led by NASA. The objective was to derive the 
manufacturIng complexity values (for structures or electronics) 
of the defIned hardware. The resulting variables were used, In 
comb I nat Ion with pr lor ECON ca I I br6ted va I ues, to est I m~t~ SDLV 
h ardw are costs. 
An example of the calibration process Is shown In Figure 3. As 
recommended by RCA PRICE Systems, the calibration was made on the 
recurring pr9ductlon costs of the reference system (In this case 
the lightweight liquid oxygen tank of the Shuttle ET). 
Quantities, schedules and design descriptors were set up In a 
data fl Ie and then the fl Ie was Iterated In PRICE with varying 
val ues of structural manufacturing complexity (MCPLXS) until the 
estimated recurring production costs closely matched the costs 
7 
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actually e.~;:(.,erlanced. In the example, the reference costs were 
for the best available data point, which Is ET-8, the first 
II ght-wel ght tank. Separate "san I ty checks" were a I so made of 
the sustal nl ng management and engl neerl ng costs to see whether 
they were of the proper relatIve magnitude. Where several 
sources existed for calibrating a single generic Item, the 
ca I I brated val ues were com pared an d any d Iff erences were exp I ored 
by examining the end Item for potential cost driving differences 
In design or process. In the example, differences between MCPLXS 
va I ues of 6.6 for ET LOX tankage and 6.3 for Saturn S-II tankage 
appear to arise from the relative slmpi Iclty of the S-II tank 
shape and Its slosh baffle design. 
Results of the hardware calibration efforts conducted In this 
study are summ~rlzed In Tables 1, 2 and 3. Note that the levels 
at which the data base al lowed calibration to take place ranged 
from component to subsystem level. In general, ECON used the 
component-level MCPLXS values In Its analysis but tended to use 
the subsystem-level variables as check values. 
.c.aJ.~.1Ll.a.±l..w.il Qi .t.h~ .Q.QIILP.l.e.x.1±,¥. li!.bl.a,b,l~h For com pie x 
Propulsion/Avionics Module structures, ECON used a special 
equation derived by RCA to calculate MCPLXS. This equation 
relates the deSign, material, tolerances and Intended application 
of a structure In a single expression of the form: 











1 + .06 (C-O») 
= (4.3 PL TFM .32) (NP .04) 
= ( 1 .35 PRECI .081 ) (MI .024) 
= 4 For space systems, 3 for a II others 
= Measure of assembly tolerance (range 1 to 5) 
= Machinability Index 
= ApproxiMate number of parts In assembly 
= PRICE model variable cal led Platform 
= Most demanding fab tolerance (thousandth of an 
Inch) 
ECON used this equation to derive MCPLXS values for PIA Module 
thrust structure, body structure and Internal structure. The 
9 
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J 
HARDWARE CALIBRJ~ TION RESULTS 
2. SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS 
ITEM CALIB. SOURCES MCPLXS REMARKS 
MOTOR CASE STS/SRM 5.65 
NOZZLE STS/SRM 6.00 
PROPELLANT STS/SRM 3.70 00 
"11::0 
INSULATION/LINER STS/SRM 4.70 "tiC; 0-OZ 
ELECTRICAL/INSTRUMENTATION STS/SRB 8.15 
;oF j to"tI 
C)::a j 
THRUST VECTOR CONTROL STS/SRB 8.15 
);:tG') 
r-rTJ 
~5i '" ~ 1 
1 BOOSTER STRUCTURES STS/SRB 6.75 (NOSE, SKIRTS) 
1 
RECOVERY STS/SRB 5.95 
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LANDING AND HYDRAULICS 
PROPULSION LESS MAIN ENGINE 
AVIONICS PLUS POWER DIST. 
CRYOGENIC ENGINE 
3. PROPULSION/AVIONICS MODULE 
CALIB. SOURCES 
ORBITER (BODY) 
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NEEDED 












detal led PRICE reporting forms In Appendix A list the full set 
of Input variables (and output costs and schedules) for the 
Propulsion/Avionics Module. 
SOFTWARE COST ANALYSIS 
ECON used the PRICE'S' model to predict the cost of SDLV 
computer' program development and modification. PRICE'S', like 
PRICE 84, la il general case model with calibratIon capabilIty. 
The technlca'; parameters are changed; size, for example Is 
measured In terms of machine-executable Instructions rather than 
weight. However, the programmatIc variables such as schedule are 
the same, and the model methodology Is simi lar. 
The Shuttle-Derived Launch Vehicle by definition draws heavily on 
the existIng base of Space Shuttle software. Factors driving the 









No. of Machine Instruc. 
Percent New DesIgn 
Percent New Code 
(Table Lookup) 
(Table Lookup) 
Percent of Computer 
Memory/Speed Used 
EVALUATION FACTORS 
Shuttle Actual SIzes 




Flight S/W HeavIly Real 
TIme; Ground S/W More 
Data Base, String 
ManipulatIon 
Flight S/W Typically 
.90 to .95 
Ground S/W In Non-
SensItive Range 
A key effort In the software cost analysis was to establish a 
data base for Shuttle software, and to calibrate PRICE'S' so as 
to reproduce these costs. Data on the size of STS computer 
programs was obtaIned fot the following elements: 
• OrbIter avIonIcs, prImary flIght software 








Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) control flight 
softw8re 
• Mission control ground software 
• Mission design softw8re 
• Launch Processing System (LPS) ground software 
Corresponding softW8re development cost data (In real-y'ear 
doll.:srs) were obtained for most of these Items 8nd Iter8tlve 
PRICE'S' runs were m8de to m8tch these real year costs by using 
reason8ble comblnfttlons of model v8rl8bles. 
With these ca I I br8tl on d8ta f II es In p I ace, ECON procee-:ied to 
estlm8te SDLV software costs. For SDLV softw8re b8sed on Shuttle 
progr8ms, the PRICE '5' flies were updated with revised values 
for the follow I ng p8r8meters: 
Percent new design and code (to account for salvaging 
of exIstIng code) 
• Complexity of development (to account for rework of 
fam II I ar sottware) 
• Start date and ye~r of economIcs (1982). 
RECURRING COST CALCULATION 
Most recurring-productIon and recurrIng-operations costs for SDLV 
were calculated usIng a subroutIne of ECON's Shuttle Cost and 
PrIce (SCP) model. This subroutine, called Shuttle Cost Model 
(SCM), sImplifIes the full SCP model sImulatIon of STS payloads 
and operatIons In order to quickly analyze cost streams and 
measure cost/rate sensitivIties. The SCM subroutIne of SCP 
currently operates wIth 70 cost algorIthms of four general types, 
each wIth unIque constants that -- taken together -- represent a 
default data b8se. ThIs default data base com~r!ses a set of 
equations that will simulate, In SCM, recClnt NASA Program 
Operating Plan cost estImates and cost data streams for the Space 
Shuttle system. The default data base may be ovarrlden In any of 
the 70 IndIvidual cost elements. 
The four types of costing algorithms In SCP, shown grC!lphlcally In 
Figure 4, are as fol lows: 
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, 
may be specIfIed by year. 
2) Annual cost based on actIvIty level. 
3) Cost Improv6ment (learnIng) curve proJected from some 
fIrst-unIt cost: EIther the Crawford (unIt) or WrIght 
(cumulatIve average) curve may be specIfIed. 
4) FIxed fractIon of other specIfIed costs. 
The SDLV recurrIng costs were calculated In SCM usfng both the 
default (POP 81-2) data base and a modIfIed data base that 
resulted from ECON's Independent assessment of the POP 81-2 
values. ThIs Independent assessment, whIch drew revIsed 
equatIons from the hardware and software cost analyses Just 
descrIbed, Incrased the External Tank, SRB, SSME, FlIght 
OperatIons, and Launch OperatIons costs. The effect of these 
changes Is I Ilustrated In SectIon 3. 
In order to estImate costs for SDLV recurrIng productIon and 
recurr I ng opert Ions, ECON had to carre I ate the 70 cost elements 
in SCM to the SDLV Work Breakdown Structure to determIne the 
applIcability of each element. Certain of these elements proved 
to be Shuttle unIque (e.g., crew equIpment and traInIng) and so 
were excluded from the SOL V cost estimates. The results of this 
correlation are shown In Table 4. 
The SCM mode I app I I es the cost data base, as mod I f I ed, to a 
flight activity model specIfIed by the user. The model sImulates 
procurement of hardware, flIght and ground operatIons, and 
program management and support actIvItIes over the specIfIed span 
of actIvity. ECON exercIsed the SCM model at a number of missIon 
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I TABLE 4 
DISPOSITION OF SCP-GENERATED COSTS IN SDL V ESTIMATES 
[ 
I APPLICABILITY TO SDlV COST USED USED FOR NOT COSTS SHARED BETWEEN STS SDlV !iUMBER COST CATEGORY DIRECTLY REFER£::CE APPLICABLE AND SDLV TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS was NO. 
I fl ORBITER SPARES X 1.3.4 
f l E2 ORBITER RECURRING SUPPORT X 1.3.3.1 
! E3 FIELD SUPPORT, JSC X ~ 
I E4 REPLACEMENT GFE X , 
! 
t E5 FLIGHT DESIGN. PI lASE 1 X 1.B.2.1 
r E6 FLIGHT DESIGN. PHASE 2 X AVERAGE COST/FLIGHT 1.B.2.1 f-
i E7 MeC OPERATIONS X PRORATA ANNUAl COST I.B.3.1 
t ...... E8 ORBITER FLIGHT SOFTWARE X PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.3.2.1 ~ '-J 
E9 SIMULATOR OPERATIONS X 
flO CREW OPERATIONS X 
Ell ENGINEERING SUPPORT X 1.3.3.1 
El2 ORBITER ANALYTICAL INTEGRATION, RECURRING X AVERAGE COST/FLIGHT 1.4.2.2 
El3 ORBITER ANALYTICAL INTEGRATION. SUPPORT X PRO RATA ANNUAL COST 1.4.2.2 
£14 NOT ASSIGNED 
El5 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT. JSC X PRORATA ANNUAL CO~T 1.9.3.1 
E16 PROGRAM SUPPORT. JSC X PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.9.3.2 
E17 DIRECT CIVIL SERVICE & RELATED COSTS, JSC X PRORATA ANNUAL COST !.9.3.2 
E18 INDIRECT CIVIL SERVICE & RELATED COSTS. JSC X PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.9.3.2 
El9 PROPELLANTS. KSC X AVERAGE COST/FLIGHT PLUS PRORATA 1.6.4.1 ANNUAL COST 
E20 GSE SPARES. KSC X PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.6.5 ... 
[con 
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TABLE 4 (Cont/d) 


































APPLICABILITY TO SDLV 
USED USED FOR NOT 
COST CATEGORY DIRECTLY REFERENCE AYPLICABLE 
VEH. GROUND OPS., BASE, ETR X 
VEH. GROUND OPS., VARIABLE, ETR X 
GROUND SYS. OPS., BASE, ETR X 
GROUND SYS. OPS., VARIABLE, ETR X 
SUSTAINING ENGR'G., ETR X 
LOGISTICS SUPPORT, ETR X 
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT, KSC X 
PROGRAM LANAGEMENT, KSC X 
LIQUID HYDRO GEM PLANT X 
DIR. CIVIL SERVICE & RELATED COSTS, KSC X 
IND. CIVIL SERVICE & RELATED C05T~, KSC X 
IND. OPERATIONS OF INSTALLATION, KSC X 
PROPELLANTS, VAFB X 
GSE SPARES, VAFB X 
VEHICLE GROUND OPS., WTR X 
SUSTAINING ENGR'G., WTR X 
LOGISTICS SUPPORT. WTR X 
NOT ASSIGNED 
IND. OPERATIONS OF INSTALLATION, VAFB X 
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT, VAFB X 
PROGRAM SUPPORT, VAFB X 
""~-._-. -""~_-, t. -...., . .n;;.::::c:..~ ... ~-:~::::::a-..;:;..:,.:.:;.::..::.-:--==~1o;:::::::1~~=-=~~'"'''''''''' .. ~" 
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COSTS SHARED BETWEEN STS SDLV 
AND SDLV TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS was NO. 
PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.6.5.2 
AVERAGE COST/FLIGHT 1.5.5.2 
PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.6.5.3 
AVERAGE COST/FLIGHT 1.6.5.3 
PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.6.4.2 
PROKATA ANNUAL COST 1.6.5.4 
PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1-6.4.1 
PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.6.4.3 
PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.6.5.1 
PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.6.4.3 
PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.6.4.3 
PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.6.5.5 
AVERAGE COST/FLIGHT 1.7.5.1 
PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.7.5.3 
AVERAGE COST/FLIGHT PLUS PRORATA 1.7.5.2 
AN~UAL COST 
PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.7.4.2 
PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.7.5.4 
PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.7.5.5 
PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.7.4.1 
AVERAGE COST/FLIGHT PLUS PRORATA 1.7.4.3 
ANNUAL COST 
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TABLE 4 (Cont'd) 
DISPOSITION OF SCP-GENERA TED CC)STS IN SDL V ESTIMATES 
~ APPLICABILITY TO SDLV 
l COST USED USED FOR NOT COSTS SHARED BETWEEN STS SDLV NUMBER COST CATEGORY DIRECTLY REFERENCE APPLICABLE AND SDLV TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS WSS HO. 
I 
i E42 DIR. CIVIL SERYICE & RELATED COSTS, VAFB X PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.7.4.3 
• r~ E43 IND. CIVIL SERVICE & RELATED COSTS, VAFB X PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.7.4.3 
! E44 EXTERNAL TANK ASSY., INCR IIA X 1.2.1.1 [ E45 I EXTERNAL TANK ASSY., INCR lIB X 1.2.1.1 
! E46 EXTERNAL TANK MAT'L. INCR II X 1.2.1.2 
E47 EXTERNAL TANK ASSY •• INCR III X AVERAGE COST/UNIT 1.2.1.1 , 
E48 EXTERNAL TANK MAT't. INCR III X AVERAGE COST/UNIT 1.2.1.2 '., 
...... E49 EXTERNAL TANK PROJECT SUPPORT X PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.2.2 \0 
E50 NEW/REUSABLE HARDWARE, THIOKOL X AVERAGE COST/UNIT 1.1.1.1 
E51 EXPENDABLE HARDWARE, THIOKOL X AVERAGE COST/UNIT 1.1.1.2 
E52 PROJECT SUPPORT THIOKOL X PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.1.4.1 
0,0 
~:o i 
-cffi I E53 NEW/REUSABLE HARDWARE, LABOR, THIOKOL X AVERAGE COST/UNIT 1.1.1.1 1 
E54 REFURB. LABOR, THIOKOL X AVERAGE COST/REFURBISHMENT 1.1.3.1 o~ ~ I o~ 
E55 NEW/REUSABLE HARDWARE, USBI X AVERAGE COST/UNIT 1.1.2.1 :::Or- 1 
E56 EXPENDABLE HARDWARE, USBI X AVERAGE COST/UNIT 1.1.2.2 .o~ j C);;:i E57 PROJECT SUPPORT, USBI X PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.1.4.2 )::r~ r-~ 
E58 SRB SUBASSY. LABOR X AVERAGE COST/UNIT 1.1.2.1 ~U! 1 E59 REFURB. LABOR, USBI X AVERAGE COST/REFURBISHMENT 1.1.3.2 -j 
E60 SRB KSC LABOR X AVERAGE COST/UNIT 1.1.3.2 l 
£61 SRB PROJECT SUPPORT X AVERAGE COST/FLIGHT PLUS PRO RATA 1.1.4.3 ANNUAL COST 
E62 MAIN ENGINES X PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.3.4 
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TABLE 4 (Cont~D 
DISPOSITION OF SCP-GENERATED COSTS IN SDLV ESTIMATES 
COST 
NUI43ER COST CATEGORY 
E63 NOT ASSIGNED 
E64 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT, HSFC 
E65 PROGRAM SUPPORT, HSFC 
E66 DIR. CIVIL SERVICE & RELATED COSTS, HSFC 
E67 IND. CIVIL SERVICE 1 RELATED COSTS, HSFC 
E6a NASA HQ CONTRACT ADMIN. 
E69 HQ DIR. & IND. CIVIL SERVICE & RELATED COSTS 
N E70 OSTDS NETWORK SUPPORT 0 
E71 OSTDS DIR. & IND. CIVIL SERVICE & 
RELATED COSTS 
E72 DFRC R&D 
E73 OFRC DIR. & IND. CIVIL SERVICE & 
RELATED COSTS 
APPLICABILITY TO SDL\/ 
USED USED FOR NOT 











COSTS SHARED BETWEEN STS SDlV 
AND SDLV TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS WBS NO. 
PRORATA ANNUAl COST 1.9.4.1 
PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.9.4.2 
PRORATA ANNUAL COST 1.9.4.2 
PRORATA ANNUAl COST 1.9.4.2 
FLAT PERCENTAGE OF ALL OTHER DIRECT COSTS 1.9.2.1 
PRORATA ANNUAl COST 1.9.2.2 
AVERAGE COST/FLIGHT PLUS PRORATA 1.8.3.2 
ANNUAL COST 
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3. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
ORIGINAL PAGE ~S 
OF POOR QUALITY 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS 
ECON accomplished this analysis of Shuttle D~rlved Launch Vehicle 
life cycle costs using the methodology described In Section 2. 
Th3 life cycle costs covered all phases of SDLV Ilfa -- Including 
the UDT&E, Production and Operations phases -- and all types of 
end Items, Including hardware, software, services and facilities. 
The analysis covered two SDLV concepts and selected alternatives. 
The reference concept analyzed In this report Is shown In Figure 
5. ThIs SDLV configuration, developed In a parallel study by 
Martin Marietta, Is described more fully In the Phase II Final 
Report for Contract NAS8-34183*. Figure 5 shows the major 
elements of this concept, namely: 
iii An External Tank Identical to the lightweight version 




A pa I r of So I I d Rocket Booster assem b I I es, a I so 
Identical to those flown on operational Shuttle 
missions. Each SRB consists of a Solid Rocket Motor 
(SRM) manufactured by Thlokol, and recovery and 
auxl I lary hardware manufactured by United Space 
Boosters Inc. (USBI). 
A Payload Module, analogous to the shroud on an 
expendable launch vehicle, to protect and carry the 
SDLV system payloads to orbit. The Payload Module Is a 
completely new design. 
A reusable Propulsion/Avionics Module to house costly 
engines, avionics, and propulsion systems throughout 
ascent and deployment, and also to recover those Items 
after the mission. The PIA Module uses Orbiter 
hardware and software to the maximum extent, but omits 
all manned mission equipment. In this most recent 
Martin study configuration, the PIA Module Is designed 
to fly a lifting reentry trajectory rather than the 
ballistic reentry studied earlier. A weight summary 
for the reference PIA Module configuration Is presented 
In Table 5. These weights were used In the cost 
analysis. 
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CARGO CARRIER 
• PAYLOAD 
• PIL MODULE 





APU FUEL TANK 
TABLE 5 
PIA MODULE WEIGHT SUMMARY 
ITEM WEIGHT ITEM (LB) 
STRUCTURE (16,586) ReS SUBSYSTEM 
THRUST STRUCTURE 3,496 PRIMARY THRUSTERS 
BODY (SHELL) 3,519 VERNIER THRUSTERS 
WING MISC. 
TPS 5,295 MAIN FEED SUBSYSTEM 
INTERNAL STRUCTURE 4,276 AUXILIARY SUBSYSTEM 
LANDING AND RECOVERY ( 6,706) POWER 
PARACHUTES 3,485 APU (HYDRAULIC) 
LANDING GEAR/LEGS (4) 3,221 FUEL CELLS (2) 
( 4,845) FUEL CELLS TANKS (2) PROPULSION CABLING 
RETRO ROCKET MOTOR 1,320 BLACK BOXES 
HELIUM TANKS (MPS) 1,275 MISC. 
OMS SUBSYSTEM AVIONICS ENGINES (2) 598 
HELIUM TANKS (2) 558 BLACK BOXES 
PROPELLANT TANKS (4) 1,040 ANTi:NNAS (4) 
MISC. 54 CABLING 
SSME (3) (20,976) 














































The f 0 I low I n g par a g rap h s sum m a I' I z e s 0 m eke y res u Its 0 f the 
hardware and software cost analyses that were Incorporated Into 
the I If e cyc I e cost est I mater;;. 
H~~~~~~~ ~Q~±~ The development and production costs for PIA 
Module hardware are summarized In Table 6. These costs, whJch 
were estimated using the PRICE 84 model, assumed that the 
structures and thermal subsystems of the PIA Module would be al 1-
new designs. AI I other sUbsystems were considered to be 
repackaged from exl stl ng hardware; however, the overa II modu I e-
I eve Ide s I g n I n t e g rat Ion was con sid ere d tor e p r· e sen tan a I I - new 
configuration. Note that the costs given In Table 6 are not the 
total PIA module cost, Just the hardware portion. For a full 
breakdown of these PRICE hardware model estimates see Appendix A. 
Hardware costs for the Payload Module, also estimated using PRICE 
84, were proJected for three production quantities representing 
three mission activity levels. Fol lowing Is a summary of Payload 




COST ($ Millions, 1982) 
Qty = 92 
20.039 
Average Unit Production 
Qty = 134 
18.352 
Qty = 167 
'i7 .463 
The DDT&E costs assume that the Pay load Modu I e I s an a I I-new 
design. See Apppendlx A, section A.2, for detailed Payload 
Module PRICE 84 runs (for a quantity of 134 units). 
~~~ Costs. The development costs for SDLV system computer 
programs are summarized In Table 7. These costs, which were 
estimated using the PRICE '5' model, assumed the program sizes 
and percent-new va I ues show n on th I s tab I e. I n the I I fe cyc Ie 
cost analysis, ECON used the Martin assumption that PIA Module 
flight software would be a new computer program rather than 
modified Orbiter software. However, In a separate trade study 
ECON concl uded that a savings of $21 million coul d be effected by 
mod r fy I ng Orb Iter software, prov I ded that the Orb Iter software 
contractor would do the modification; these savings would n~± 
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TABLE 6 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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eSTIMATED COSTS ($M 1Q82) 
DOT & E PRODUCTION TOTAL 
WBS IDENTIFICATION COST COST (3 UNITS) ACQUISITION COST 
ItlTEG/ASSV/TEST 129.5 4Q.0 178.6 
STRUCTURES 251.6 164.6 416.1 
THERMAL 210.4 113.9 324.3 
SSfJ: 236.0 429.0 665.0 
PROPULSION SVSTEMS 149.2 171.4 320.6 
AUXILIARV SYSTEMS 76.1 19.3 . 95.4 
GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION 27.2 36.3 63.5 
DATA MANAGEMENT 34.5 4!i.2 79.7 
TT & C 10.5 14.2 24.7 
POWER GENERATION 17.6 18.9 36.5 
POWER DISTRIBUTION 63.3 30.0 
--2hl 
1205.9 1091.8 2297.70 
TABLE 7 
SOFTWARE ACQUISITION COSTS 
WBS IDENTIFICATION 
PIA MO~ULE AVIONICS StW 
PIA ENGINE CONTROL S/W 
KSC LAUNCH PROCESSING 
SYSTEM 5/W 
VAFB LAUNCH S/W 
MISSION CONTROL S/W 
FLIGHT PLANNING 
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For the maln-englne-control software, the mission-control and 
mission-planning software, and the KSC checkout software (Launch 
Processing System) It was ~ssumed that existing Shuttle system 
computor programs would be modified for SOL V use. Table 7 shows 
the degree to which modification of the design (algorithms) and 
coding for each of these Items was Judged necessary. 
For Vandenburg Air F0rce Base checkout software, which does not 
yet exist, It was assumed that the overall size of this software 
wou I d be s I m I I ar to the size of the KSC Launch Process I ng System. 
However, It was also assumed that SOL V system checkout 
requirements could more easily Influence VAFB software and hence 
require less modification to transition from Shuttle to SOL V 
application. 
SUMMARY OF SoLV LIFE CYCLE COSTS 
The llfa cycle costs for the reference Martin Class I SoLV 
concept (with lifting reentry) were summed from the nonrecurring 
and recurring hardw~re and software costs Just discussed, In 
combination with racurrlng costs as calculated using ECON's 
Shuttle Cost Model. The results of this analysis show that for 
the nominal mission model of 134 SoLV flights (1991-2000) the 
total life cycle cost would be $19.1705 billion (1982 $). Of this 
amount, $2.258 b I II Ion I s for the DoT&E phase, $9.173 b II I Ion for 
the Production phase and $7.742 bl I I Ion for the Operations phase. 
A summary breakdown of costs for each of these phases Is 
presented In the following paragraphs. 
D.D.I.&f .c.Q.s.i~ The DOT & E cos t s for Mar tin's C I ass ISO L V con c e p t 
are d I sp I ayed In Figure 6. These costs, expressed In 1982 
dollars, cover the design and flight demonstration of hardware 
and software. Specific costs covered Include: 
• Analysis and design of space and ground segments 
• Test hardware fabrication (one complete flight article 
plus selected subsystem and lower level hardware) 
• Ground test operations 
• Launch, flight and recovery operations of test article 
• Initial tooling 
• Software coding and validation 




























Has 1.1 : 
HBS 1.2 I 
----$46 M 
OHE ET 
















LAUNCH FACS. I 









$ 79 M 
LAUNCH FACS. I 

















RECURRING PRODUCTION ESTIMATE 
I SDLV SYSTEM 1 was 1.0 
$ 9174 H 
I I 1 I 
SOLID LfQUID PROPULSION/ PAYLOAD SYSTEM-lEVEL PROPULSION PROPULSION AVIONICS INTEGRATIQH 
SEGMEr(r SEGMENT 1100ULE MODULE SEGMENT SE~~~11;1 SEGMENT was 1.1 was 1.2 was 1.4 was 1.9 
$ 2115 It $ 2244 It $ 1336 1·1 $ 21112 ft $ 667 fl 
NEW & . 134 ET'S 3 PIA 134 PAYLOAD INTEG. 
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• Systems eng'neerlng and IntegratIon 
Details of these costs are presented In SectIons 4 and 5 of this 
report. 
ProductIon Costs. ProductIon phase costs for the MartIn Class I 
S D L V (F I g u r e 7) Inc Iud e fa b rIc at Ion, ass e m b I y, c h e c k 0 u t , 
acceptance, an d susta I n I ng eng I neer I ng/management for a I I f I I ght 
vehicles produced after the flIght-test unIt. These costs also 
Include rate toolIng for productIon of post-DDT&E unIts. 
The productIon phase costs may be thought of as two elements, 
I.e. 1) one-tIme productIon of reusable SDLV hardware such as 
the PropulsIon/AvIonIcs Module, and 2) recurrIng productIon of 
expendable SDLV hardware such as Payload Modules, E~ternal Tanks 
and SRBs. The ET and SRB costs are shared between the SDLV and 
Shuttle projects sInce thIs hardware Is common to both 
transportatIon systems. SRB ProductIon phase costs Include only 
the manufacturIng of new hardware; SRB refurbIshment costs are 
reported fn the OperatIons phase. ET and SRB costs were 
calculated usIng ECON's SCM model. Two data bases were used In 
thIs analysIs; the default data base (POP 81-2 values) was used 
to project lower-bound val ues, and val ues from an ECON 
Independent assessment were used to estImate the expected costs. 
OperatIons Costs. OperatIons phase costs for the Martin Class I 
SDLV (FIgure 8) Include launch, orbItal deployment, recovery, 
refurbIshment, and sustaInIng engIneering/management In supporT 
of these actIvItIes. 
The launch operatIons, flIght operatIons and SRB refurbIshment 
costs, al I of whIch are shared between the SDLV and Shuttle 
programs, were est I mated us I ng the ECON SCM mode I. The defau I t 
data base (POP 81-2 values) was used In most of these 
calculatIons. 
Ba I I I st I c Reent,ry Concept ~ At the req uest of ~·IASA/ J SC, ECON 
completed a separate life cycle cost evaluatIon of an SDLV 
concept usIng a bal I Istlc reentry design for tho PIA Module. 
ThIs analysIs was based on MartIn's Phase I SDLV concept. The 
evaluation was limIted to acquIsItion costs as dIfferences In 
mIssIon actIvIty and operations profiles dId not allow 
dIscrImInatIon In OperatIons phase costs. As a result of thIs 
analysIs, It was concluded the smaller PIA Module achIevable wIth 
wIth ballistic reentry would reduce DDT&E phase costs by $44.85 
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RECURRING OFERATIONS ESTIMATE 
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SUMMARY OF COMPARATIVE EVALUATION 
ORlG\NAL PAGS 69 
OF. POOR QUAUTV 
To complete this study ECON performed a comparetlve evaluaflon of 
the life cycle cost of SDLV end Shuttle systems. This analysis 
wes performed on the basis of equal tran~porfaflon capability to 
low earth orbit. To test the sensitivity of results, three 
levels of mission activity were explored. At each activIty level 
of total payload del Ivery, tw'o space transportation scenarl<;)s 
ware evaluated: 1> An all-Shuttle option In which only STS 
missions are flown" and 2) A mixed case In which the SDLV and 
Shuttle share missions. 
The scenarios used In this analysis were derived by the SDLV 
study contractors and represent the results of mission capture 
enalyses In which Individual payloads were assigned to Shuttle or 
SDLV on the basis of mission capabl! Itlesand traffIc levels. 
For example, al I Spaceleb payloads were automatically assigned to 





NUMBER OF FLIGHTS THROUGH YE~R 2000 
















Sbuttle:Qnl~ ~ RecurrIng Costs. In order to evaluafe the lite 
cycle cost of scenarios In which the Shuttle alone would be used 
for space trr.tnsportat lon, ECON performed a cost-per-f I I ght 
sensitivity analysis. This analysis used the SCM model to 
esflmate average cost per flIght over a range of flight activity 
levels. The results, shown In Figures 9 and 10, were based on 
SCM runs In which peak launch rates varIed from 20 to 61 Shutfle 
flIghts per year. In Figure 9 the cost per flight of all 
elements except launch Is plotted as a function of the total 
number of flights through the year 2000. Two SCM data bases were 
used: the default, or POP 81-2, base, and ECON's Independent 
cost assessment. The costs It/beled 'Hardware' on Figure 9 cover 
External Tank~ SRB; SSME; and OrbIter and crew systoms 
refurbishment. The remainder of the costs on Figure 9 are for 
Fllghf Operations and for NASA sustainIng supporf to the Shutfle 
program. Figure lOp lots the cost per f II ght of launch serv Ices 
at Kennedy Space Center and at Vandenburg Air Force Base. The 
VAFB costs are considered far more uncertain because the facl I Ity 
Is stIli under development. 
29 
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OR'GtNAl PAGE ~~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
UsIng the curves from FIgures 9 and 10, ECON calculated the 
recurrIng costs to perform the three mIssIon scenarIos usIng 
Shuttle flIghts only. The results are shown In Table 8. 
~n~~LSh~±±~~ ~~~~ B~~~££~ng ~~A±~ The recurrIng costs to 
perform the three mIssIon scenarIos usIng a mIx of SDLV and 
Shuttle flIghts are summarIzed In Table 9. The SOLV costs were 
derIved from the ProductIon and OperatIons phase estImaTes 
presented earlIer. Shared costs common to SOLV and Shuttle (e.g. 
ET, SRB) were derIved from the parametric SCM model runs, as were 
the costs for Shuttle-unIque hardware. 
~~f~ ~~~~~ ~~~± ~~m~~~~~~ In Table 10 the total lIfe cycle 
costs for the alternatIVe transportation systems are compared. 
These estimates Include the recurring costs from Tables 8 and 9 
and also the nonrecurring acquisItion costs for SOL V (sImIlar 
acquisitIon costs for the Shuttle are consIdered sunk). 
EvaluatIon of Table 10 shows the fol lowIng trends: 
• On a recurr I ng transportat I on cost bas I s the 
SOLV/Shuttie mIx Is less costly than the Shuttle alone 
for al I three scenarios. 
• When SOL V acquIsItIon costs are added, the recurrIng 
cost savings are offset and the Shuttle becomes more 
cost effective. 
In±~£~£~±~±~~n ~f B~~~l±~ In Interpreting these comparative 
life cycle costs, the fol lowing questions should be considered: 
1) Is equal transportation capability a valid measure of 
comparIson? Does the SDLV have unIque mIssion 
perform ance capab I I I ty such that the GovernmenT cou I d 
consIder writIng off Its ODT&E and fleet acquIsition as 
sunk costs agaInst thIs unIque capabilIty? 
2) Can the IntroductIon of the SOLV reduce future 
Investment In the STS (e.g. quantity of Orbiters 
required for the Shuttle fleet) and thereby accrue 
additional savIngs to offset the hIgher LCC of the 
SOLV? 
WITh respect to question 2), there are two ways In which the 
IntroductIon of SOL V can effect economies In transportation to 
earTh orbit. FIrst, SOLV reduces the annual fl ight rate required 
to sustain a fixed level of activity; this In tUrn reduces 
potentially rate-sensitive costs such as Orbiter fleet size, 
launch facIlIty capacity and production rate tool ing. Secondly, 
31 
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RECURRING TRANSPORTATION COSTS ~ ! , 
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LOW ACTIVITY IIODERATE ACTIVITY 
l fill. &..Uff £Qll £W. ~ £Qll !l:l§. ~ .illl 
r:' 
'·1 
HARDWARE 378 48.5 18,J33 675 41.6 28,080 801 39.9 31,960 
r OTHER SERVICES 378 24.6 9,299 675 15.2 10,260 801 13.3 10,653 i 
KSC LAUNCH 292 27.5 8,030 543 16.3 6,851 617 15.5 9.564 '~ 
j , 
VAFB LAUNCH 86 57.8 4.970 132 40.5 5,346 184 32.5 5.980 1 
J 






FOR SDLV/STS MIX 
< I 
1, 
" . , " ($ M 1982) • , r 
1 ' , i! 
.j 
., 
LOW ACTIVITY IIODERATE ACTIVITY HIGH ACTIVITY 
ELEMENT fill.. lli...lli £Qll £W. ~ £Qll fill.. AVG CPF .illl 
SDLV & CONNON COSTS 
1.1 SRB 305 22.2 6,771 501 19.4 9,719 629 19.0 11 ,951 
. , 
, 1.2 ET 305 19.1 5,825 501 16.7 8,368 629 16.1 10,f27 i 
"/ 1.3 PIA MODULE 92 12.8 1,178 134 12.8 1,715 167 12.8 2,138 ~j 1.4 P/L MODULE 92 23.6 2,171 134 21.3 2,854 167 20.2 3,373 
'.I 1.6 KSC LAUNCH 235 33.6 7,896 386 21.8 8,414 484 18.0 8,712 
n 1.7 VAF8 LAUNCH 70 . 70.2 4,914 115 44.4 5,106 145 37.6 5,452 il 1.8 SDLV FLIGHT OPS. 92 3.1 285 134 2.5 335 167 2.3 384 
(I, 1.9 SYS. INTEG. 305 17.7 5,398 501 10.6 5,311 629 9.8 6,164 
STS UNIQUE COSTS 
ORB ITER HARDWARE 213 7.9 1,683 367 6.6 2,422 462 6.0 2,772 
ORBITER FLIGHT OPS. 213 11.8 2,513 367 9.9 3,633 462 9.2 4,250 




ORIGINAL PAGt:: lSI 
OF POOR QUALITY. 
COST COMPARISON AT EQUAL TRANSPORTATION CAPABILITY 
(M 1802 $) 
LOll ACiIVITY HODERATE ACTIVITY HIGH ACTIVITY 
STS SDLV/STS STS SDLV/STS STS SOLV/STS 
ACQUISITION COSTS 
DDT & E N/A 2,257 N/A 2,257 IVA 2,257 
PRODUCTION (PIA FLEET PLUS SDLV 
INTEGRATIOf>:) N/A 2,002 N/A 2,002 N/A 2,002 
SU8TOTAL 4,259 4,259 4,259 
DIFFERENCE -4,259 -4,259 -4,259 
RECURRING COSTS 40,632 38,634 50,537 47,877 58,157 55,323 
c' 
r DIFFERENCE +1,998 +2,660 +2,034 
TOTAL COST 40,632 42,893 50,537 52,136 58,157 59,582 
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OF POOR QUALITY 
SDLV can slow the retirement of Orbiters at the end of thelr 
useful lifetime. 
ECON has studied the effects of rate on STS launch capability. 
This analysis, now more than two years old, Identified STS system 
saturation points using then-current turnaround times. The 
calculations were performed using the operations-simulatIon 
portion of ECON's SCP model. Results of thIs analysis showed 
that wIth the 4-0rblter fleet now authorized, the Space 
Transportation System could support a launch rate of 35 flights 
per year; the OrbIter fleet was estimated to be sufficient for 49 
flights per year but Vehicle Assembly Building processing 
constral nts reduced the rate to 35 per year. However, no 
conclusions can be drawn from this analysis until the simulation 
Is repeated using current turnaround times. Such an analysis Is 
beyond the scope of this study. 
The effect of Orbiter retirement on STS costs Is easier to model. 
The .deslgn lifetime of the Orbiter was originally specified as 
100 flights. The extent to which that 100 flight useful I Ue may 
be exceeded Is not known; however It Is possible to simulate that 
variation perametrlcally. Figure 11 shows the effect of total 
fl fght actIvity on Orbiter fleet size. In this analysis, the 4-
Orbiter fleet Is a given and Orbiter lifetime Is varied from 100 
to 200 flights. It Is assumed for ease of analysis that the 
total number of flights Is equally distributed across Orbiters. 
A cost of $1.25 b II I Ion (1982 $) I s ass I gned to each Orb Iter 
required beyond the basic four vehicle fleet; this Is a 
representative cost for purposes of analysis. 
By plotting the reduction In flights between all-Shuttle and 
SDLV/Shuttle mix, the Orbiter cost savings attainable with SDLV 
can be bounded parametricailly. For each mission scenario and 
each value of Orbiter lifetime the fleet size Is calculated with 
an d without SOL V. The d I f ferenC~IS represent sav I ngs with SOL V. 
Results may be summarized as fol lows: 
t:B.!Ma'B QE ELI!ZI:lIS _ QBaII~R~ AQQ,Q 
MISSION WITHOUT WITH LI FE = LIFE = LI FE = 
SCENABIO SDLY .sJ2!...y &OJ 00 150 400 
LOW 378 305 0 0 0 
MODERATE 675 501 0 
HIGH 801 629 2 
Examination of these results shows a payoff to SDLV only for the 
moderate and high mission scenarios; however the magnitude of the 
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ORBITER FLEET SIZE & ADDED COST 
VERSUS ORBITER LIFETIME 
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TOTAL NUIIBER OF ORBITER FLIGHTS 
(ASSUlIE EQUALLY SHARED) 
35 

















































4. SDLV LIFE CYCLE COST BREAKDOWN (FORM 'A' REPORTS) 
ThIs sectIon ~rrays the lIfe cycle costs of a representatIve SDLV 
concept by Work Breakdown structure end Item. These costs are 
presented In the format of NASA Form A as defIned In NASA/JSC 
Data Requirements Description No. MF003M "Document, Program Cost 
and Schedule Estimates Plan". The sequence In which Form A 
reporTs are organIzed In this ~ectlon Is as fol lows: 
• DDT&E phase 
• ProductIon phase 
• Operations phass 
WIthin each groupIng the costs are dIsplayed In accordance wIth 
WSS hierarchy. 
The SDLV configuration for which these estimates were prepared Is 
the most recent MartIn MarIetta Class I vehicle, wIth lIftIng 
reentry modu I e, as descr I bed I n the prev lous sect Ion. The I I fe 
cyc I e costs are for 134 operat lana I f I I ghts, f u I f I II I ng the SDLV 
portIon of the moderate-actIvIty mIssIon model (the Shuttle 
mIssion costs for thIs model are reported elsewhere). 
Most of the columns In Form A are self-explanaTory; however, the 
fol lowIng entries should be Interpreted as fol lows: 
• N~mA~£ ~i lln~~ The quantIty of hardware produced, 
the number of flIghts, number of refurbIshments, etc. 
• B.e.i.e.£~n~.e. llnLD. T his 1st h e bas I s fro m w h I c h the 
recurrIng cost proJections were made. It can be the 
• 
• 
theoretIcal-fIrst-unIt cost, an average cost per 
flight, or an average cost per year. 
~.e.~.e.~±.e.~ ~~~~ This Is the expected (most probable) 
cost for an Item glyen the technIcal and programmatic 
factors descrIbed elsewhere for that Item. 
Highest Cost: This Is an estimate of the maximum value 
that an Item might cost, If uncertaInties In key 
technical and/or programma1'Ic factors are resolved at 
their pessimIstIc values (for example, It proJected 
learning rates are not met, or engIneering complexity 
36 





















Ish I gher than est I mated). Th I s va I ue I s not the same 
as the uncertaInty In the estImatIng process. 
~Q~~~i ~Q~~ A projectIon of the most favorable cost 
outcome for an Item. For costs estImated usIng the 
PRICE model, thIs would be the low value In +he 
estImatIng range. 
~~~~~~ f~A~il~~ These are the Lead and Lag values 
used In the PRICE A cost model to defIne expendIture 
profIles. 
~~~~AIA~ lA~~~ The cost-Improvement curve actually 
used In the SCM model to project recurrIng costs~ The 
notatIon (0) IndIcates the Crawford or unIt progress 
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DATA FORM AI I 
~ 
CONFIGURATION Martin.Class 1 ,lifting Reentry) 































Solid Propulsion Segment 







Main Engines (SSME) 
Propulsion Systems 
Auxiliary Systems 
Guidance and Navigation 
Data Management 







PIA nodule Systems Mailagement 
and Engineering 
PIA Refurbishment Operations 
NO. REFERENCE SELECTED 
UNITS UNIT COST EVE 
1 (2257.670) 
2 1 set Cum. avg. SRB cost/flt 241.808 
as of 1990 




4 1 129'.631 
4 1 251.473 
4 1 210.422 
4 1 235.997 
4 1 149.174 
4 1 76.081 
4 1 27.165 
4 1 34.446 
4 1 10.474 
4 1 17.627 






3 1 11.10 
e p ,. _Of j -., i '''''! i; ;wr~ "" $ :;; .. \ 
NOIlRECURRING (DD1&E) x 
RECURRING (PRODUCTIOfl) _______ _ 
RECURRING (OPERATIONS) _______ _ 
HIGHEST LOWEST LEAD COST SPREAD LEARNING 
COST COST TIME DURATION FUNCTION INDEX 
25.676 19.388 36 36 .5, .2 
22.895 17.170 36 36 .2, .2 
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DATA FORM A 
CONFIGURATION Martin Class 1 (Lifting Reent~) 
COST UlIlTS $ Mjllion". 1982 
x HOORECURRiliG (DOUE) 
RECURRIIlG (PRODUCT101/) _______ _ 
RECURRIliG (OPER:.TIOfIS) _______ _ 
was JDEIiTlFICATIOIi liD. REFEREIiCE SELECTED HIGHEST lOlolEST lUD COST SPREAD LEAAIHHG 
fiUI1BER UNITS UnIT COST COST COST TIME DURATIOIi Fut/eTlOn INDEX HOMEfiCLATURE EVEI 
1.4 Payload Module Segment 2 (255.857) 51 54 .• 2 •• 5 






1.4.1.1 Integration/Assembly/Test 4 1 29.879 
1.4.1.2 Structures 4 1 163.157 
·1.4.1.3 Thermal 4 1 21.461 
t 1.t.1.4 ACS Propulsion 4 1 26.263 
I 
i' f , 
r 
~ ) 




1.4.2 P /M Servi ces 3 (15.097) 00 
1.4.2.1 Systems Management and 4 15.097 -n::o 
-05 Engineering 0-
1.6 KSC ldunch Segment 2 (166.303) 69 69 .5 •• 2 OZ 
1.6.1 launch Hardware 3 (53.sao) Aif! 
1.6.1.1 Checkout/Handling Equipment 4 53.580 aO-o C:~ 
1.6.2 launch Software 3 (19.911) ~~ ere 
1.6.2.1 launch Processing System 4 19.911 j~ Software ... -
1.5.3 launch Facilities 3 (74.520) 
1.6.3.1 S~_V Dedicated Facilities 4 49.200 
1.6.3.2 STS Facility Modification 4 25.320 
1.6.4 KSC Servi ces 3 1 Avg. cost/fit in 1990 7.711 
1.6.5 launch Site Services 3 1 Avg. cost/fit in 1990 10.581 
1.7 VAFB launch Segment 2 (78.942) 69 69 .2 •• 5 
1.7.1 launch Hardware 3 (17 .860) 
1.7.1.1 Checkout/Handling Equipment 4 17.860 
1.7.2 launch Software 3 (5.552) 
1.7.2.1 Checkout Software 4 5.552 
------ --
~=,-,.'::.';O.~"7;'~::.r!"-:-<- .~-~-=,.-"'~-= ..""="". ===~~ ~~--








































DATA FORM J' 
CONFIGURATION Martin Class 1 (Lifting Reentry) 
COST UNITS $ Mjll jons, 1982 
WBS IDENTIFICATION NO. REFERENCE SELECTED 
UNITS UNIT COST NUMBER NOMENCLATURE EVE 
1.7.3 Launch Facilities 3 ( 55.530) 
1.7.3.1 SDLV Dedicated Facilities 4 49.200 
1.7.3.2 STS Facility Modification 4 6.330 
1.B F1 i ght Segment 2 (49.267) 
1.B.1 Flight Operations Software 3 (25.399) 
I.B.1.1 Mission Control Software 4 25.399 
1.8.2 Flight Operations Services 3 ( 14.0B8) 
I.B.2.1 Flight Planning 4 14.08B 
1.8.3 Flight Operations 3 (9.623) 
I.B.3.1 MCC Operations 4 B.500 
1.8.3.2 Network Operations 4 1.123 
I.B.4 Recovery Site Operations 3 ., (0.157) 
I.B.4.2 Recovery Site Institutional 4 0.157 Costs 
1.9 System-Level Integration 2 (122.283) Segment 
1.9.1 SDLV Prime Contractor 3 122.283 Integration 
----r,\"'"""'- ,).. \H # ," 
" 
nONRECURRING (DDT&E) x 
RECURRING (PRODUCTIorl} _______ _ 
RECURRIliG (OPERATIONS) _______ _ 
HIGHEST LOWEST LEAD COST SPREAD LEARh!NG 
COST COST TIME DURATION FUNCTION INDEX 
69 72 .5 •• 2 
O~ 
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DATA FORM A 
COfIFlGUPJ.TWli Hartin Class 1 (Lifting Reentry) 
COST UlllTS _ S tljJJjoos 19B2 
was lDEllTInCATlO1I 110. REFERE1ICE 
EVEI 
mIlTs U!HT IIUIilEP. IIOHE'KLf.. TURE 
1.0 SOLV System 1 
1.1 Solid Propulsion Se~nt 2 
1.1.1 SR!1 Hardware (Thiokol) 3 
1.1. 1.1 Reusable 4 16 Avg.=42.4 for 60 units 
sets 
1.1.1.2 Expendable 4 134 ~vg.=7.5 for 512 units 
~ets 
1.1.2 SRB Subassembly Hardware (USI )3 
1.1.2.1 Reusable 4 ~3 ~vg.=9.9 for 86 units 
lSets 
1.1.2.2 Expendable 4 134 ~V9.=1.5 for 512 units 
rsets 
1.2 Liquid Propulsion Segment 2 
1.2.1 External Tank Hardware 3 
1.2.1.1 Labor 4 134 ~vg.=6.6 for 512 units 
1.2.1.2 Material/Subcontract 4 134 ~vg.=8.5 for 512 units 
1.2.2 External Tank Project Support 3 134 ~vg.=1.7 for 512 units 
Services . 
1.3 Propulsion/Avionics Module 2 
Segment 
1.3.1 PIA Hardware 3 
1.3.1.1 Integration/Assembly/Test 4 3 
1.3.1.2 Structures 4 3 
1.3.1.3 Thennal 4 3 
























F.ECUPRIII5 {F-RumKnOil} ____ IL... ____ _ 
P.ECUP?!Jl5 (OFEP.AHO/iS) ________ _ 
HIGHEST LGrlE~T LE;·.D COST S;:PHO LEAP.m~;~ 
W~T ((I:::T TIME iJUP"'!:;Wff FUli(TWII II/DEI 








(2380.672) (1782.461) 30 120 .5, .5 
0.87 (W) 
0.97 (W) 
33 45 .5, .2 




















'" r, r , 
,J:>. 
N 
COST UNITS $- MjJl jons, 1982 
WBS IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER NOMENCLATURE 
1.3.1.5 Propulsion Systems 
1.3.1.6 Auxiliary Systems 
1.3.1.7 Guidance and Navigation 
1.3.1.8 Data Management 
1.3.1.9 TT & C 
1.3.1.10 Power Generation 
1.3.1.11 Power Distribution 
1.3.3 PIA Services 
1.3.3.1 PIA Module Systems Managemen 
and Engineering 
1.4 Payload Module Segment 




1.4.1.4 ACS PropulSion 
1.4.2 P/M Services 
1.4 2.1 Systems Management and 
Engineering 
1.9 System-Level Integration 
Segment 















































NONRECURRING (DDT&E) _ 
RECURRING (PRoDUCTIorl) ___ --:X:.:-__ _ 
RECURRING (OPERATIONS) _______ _ 
HIGHEST LOI·JEST LEAD COST SPREAD LEARNING 
COST COST TINE DURATION FUNCTION INDEX 
p. 
33 132 .2, .2 
( 2961.922) (2050.757) 
(769.009) ( 568.533) 24 144 .5 •• 5 
00 
"'!1::a 
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DATA FORM A 
CONFIGURATION 14i1rtiA Chss 1 (I ifting Reentry) 
COST UNITS $ Mjlljon 1982 
WBS IDENTIFICATION NO. REFERENCE SELECTED 
UNITS UNIT COST NUMBER NOMENCLATURE EVE 
1.0 SDLV System 1 (7741.842) 
1.1 Solid Propulsiun Segment 2 (506.392) 
1.1.3 SRB Refurbishment Operations 3 (154.240) 
1.1.3.1 SRM (Thiokol) 4 ll8 Avg.=O.4 for 452 SRM 49.678 
sets set refurbishments 
1.1.3.2 Solid Rocket Booster Sub- 4 III Avg.=1.0 for 426 SRB 104.562 
assenilly (USBr) sets set refurbishments 
1.1.4 Solid Rocket Booster Support 
Services 
3 (352.152) 
1.1.4.1 SRM (Thiokol) 4 134 Avg.=1.6 for 512 flight 220.966 
1.1.4.2 SRB Subassembly (USBI) 4 134 Avg.=0.8 for 512 flight 104.788 
1.1.4.3 Project {ilSBI} 4 134 Avg.=0.2 for 512 flight 26.398 
1.3 Propulsion/Avionics Module 
Segment 
2 (1719.220) 
1.3.2 PIA Software 3 (231.820) 
1.3.2.1 Avionics Software 4 231.820 
1.2.4 PIA Refurbishment Operations 3 134 1487.400 
1.4 Payload Module Segment 2 (42.612) 
1.4.2 P/M Services 3 (42.612) 
1.4.2.2 Payload Integration I} 42.612 
1.6 KSC Launch Segment 2 (2159.487) 
1.6.4 KSC Servi ces 3 (585.387) 
1.6.4.1 KSC Program Mar.dgcment 4 ftI' ~~ Avg.=0.8 for 380 launch s 74.844 
1.6.4.2 KSC Sustaining Engineeripg 4 99 Avg.=0.5 for' 380 launch s 48.510 
1.6.4.3 KSC Institutional Costs 4 99 AVg.=4.7 for 380 launch s 4162.033 
NOtlRECURRIIlG (DDT&E) 
RECURRING (FRODUCTIOll) _______ _ 
RECURRING (OPERATIONS) -_--..1.X ____ _ 
HIGHEST LOWEST LEAD COST SPREAD LEARrUN5 
COST COST TIME DURATION FUNCTIOII INDD 
--
(524.1l6) (392.552) 0 120 .5 •. 5 
0.85 (C 
0.85 (C 
0 120 .5, .5 
0 120 .5. .5 
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CONFIGURATION ~2rtin Class 1 (Lifting Reentry) 
COST urllTS $ Mil) j ODS. 19B? 
WBS lDENTlFICATlON NO, REFERENCE 
UNITS UNIT NUI-lBER NOMENCLATURE EVEI 
1.6.5 Launch Site Operations 3 
1.6.5.1 Propellants 4 99 vg.=1.4 for 380 launche 
1.6.5.2 Launch Operations 4 99 vg.=7.5 for 380 launche 
1.6.5.3 Launch Suppor 4 99 vg.=3.6 for 380 launche 
1.6.5.4 Transportation 4 99 vg.=0.4 for 380 launche 
1.6.5.5 Base Maintenance 4 99 vg.=3.0 for 380 launche 
1.7 VAFB Launch Segment 2 
1.7.4 VAFB Services 3 
1.7.4.1 VAFB Program Management 4 35 vg.=0.1 for 132 launche 
1.7.4.2 VAFB Sustaining Engineering 4 35 vg.=2.9 f~r 132 launche 
1. 7.4.3 VAFB Institutional Costs 4 35 vg.=10.0 for 132 launch s 
1.7.5 Launch Site Operations 3 
1.7.5.1 Propellants 4 35 vg.=1.7 for 132 launche 
1.7.5.2 Launch Operatio~s 4 35 vg.=20.7 for 132 launch s 
1.7.5.3 Launch Support 4 35 vg.=1.0 for 132 launche 
1.7.5.4 Transportation 4 35 vg.=1.9 for 132 launche 
1.7.5.5 Base Maintenance 4 35 vg.=6.0 for 132 launche 
1.8 Flight Segment 2 
1.8.2 Flight Operations Services 3 . 
1.8.2.1 Flight Planning 4 134 vg.=0.2 for 512 flights 
1.8.3 Flight Operations 3 
1.8.3.1 HCC Operations 4 134 j vg.=l.b for 512 flights 
1.8.3.2 Network Operations 4 134 j vg.=O.6 for 512 flights 
1.8.3.3 Network Institutional Costs 4 134 vg.=O.l for 512 flights 



























",:2; _~ ," 
NONRECURRWG (DOHsE) 
RECURRItlG {PRODUCTl or~ ). ___ -...,. __ 
RECURRING (OPERP.TIONS) X 
--HIGHEST LOWEST LEAD COST SPREAD LEARIIING 
COST COST TIME DURATION FutlCTlOtI I NO£:< 
0 120 .5, .5 
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DATA FORM A 
CONFIGURATION Martin Class 1 (Lifting Reentry) NONRECURRING (DDUE) COST UNITS n $ Milljpns, 1982-
WBS !DENTI FI CA Tl ON NO. 
UNITS NUMBER NOMENCLATURE EVEl 
1.8.4 Recovery Site Operations 3 
1.8.4.1 Recovery Operations 4 134 
1.8.4.2 Recovery Site Institutional 4 134 Costs 
1.9 System-Lev~l Integration 2 Segment 
1.9.2 NASA Headqu~~t~rs Management 3 
and Support 
1.9.2.1 Headquarters Contract Admin- 4 134 istration 
1.9.2.2 Headquarters Institutional 
Costs 4 134 
1.9.3 NASA JSC Management and 3 Support 
1.9.3.1 JSC Program Management 4 134 
1.9.3.2 JSC Institutional Costs 4 134 
1.9.4 NASA MSFC Management and 
Support 3 
1.9.4.1 MSFC Program Management 4 134 




Avg.=O.l for 512 flight 10.586 
Avg.=0.02 for 512 fligh s 3.216 
(1425.358) 
(112.426) 
AVg.=0.6 for 512 flight 77.720 
Avg.=0.3 for 512 flight 34.706 
(1070.258) 
Avg.=4.7 for 512 flight 628.728 
Avg.=3.3 for 512 flight 441.530 
(242.674) 
Avg.=0.6 for 512 flight 77 .184 
Avg.=1.2 for 512 flight 165.490 
RECURRING (PRODUCIlOIl) _______ _ 
RECURRING (OPERATIONS) X 
HIGHEST LOWEST LEAD COST SPREAD LEARrIING 
COST COST TlME DURATION FutlCTlON INDEX 
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ORIGINAL PAGE ~S 
OF POOR QUALITY 
5. BASIS OF ESTIMATES 
(FORM 'e' REPORTS) 
This section presents the methodology and the technical factors 
used to derive the SDLV life cycle costs. The data are 
summarized In Form C reports per Data Requirements document 
MF003M. The Forms C are organized by program phase (ODT&E, 
Production and Operations) and by WBS within a phase. 
For hardware I tems est I mated us I ng the PR I CE 84 mode I, the 
complete Input data sets used In costing these Items (e.g. 
weighTs, complexIty factors, new-desIgn levels) are reporTed In 
Append Ices A.1 and A.2 rather than on these forms. Th I s perm Its 
greater depth of deta I I In estab I I sh I ng the bas I s of each 
subsystem estimate. 
In the Form C reports most of the columns are self-explanaTory; 
however, the following additional explanations apply: 
• 
• 
I-¥Jl.e. .Q1. u.t.lm.a.t.e...:.. The des I g nat Ion 'P , for par a met ric 
model has been expanded to show use of RCA PRICE models 
or the ECON SCP model. The notation P(PH) refers to 
PRICE 84, P(PS) to PRICE'S' and P(SCP) to the SCP 
model. The designation 'A' applies to estImates 
derived by historical analogy. 
'c'.QmJl.l.e.x.li-¥ .E.a.c.i.Qll T his col u m n I sus e don I y I f cos t s 
are scaled up from some analogy. RCA PRICE complexity 
factors are given only In Appendices A and B. 
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DATA FORM C 
COST ESTIMATING METHuDOLOGY A~ID TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
CONFIGURATION Martin Class 1 (DDT & E) 
WBS IDENTIFICATION COII- KEY TECH COST TYPE HISTORICAL PLEXln QUANTITY CHARAC-NUMBER NOHENCLATURE EST EST DATA USED FACTOF OR VALUE TERISTIC 
1.1 Solid Propulsion Segment 24.808 P{SCP 'SRB 
1.2 Liquid Propulsion Segment 21.599 P(SCP ET 
1.3 Propulsion/Avionics Module (1527.511) 
Segment 
1.3.1 PIA Hardware (1205.736) 
1.3.1.1. Integration/Assembly/Test 129.631 P(PH) 
1.3.1.2 Structures 251.473 P(PH) 
1.3.1.3 Thermal 210.422 P{PH) 
1.3.1.4 iMain Engines (SSI4E) 235.997 P(PH) 
1.3.1.5 Propulsion Systems 149.174 P(PH) 
1.3.1.6 Auxiliary Systems 76.081 P(PH) 
i.3.1.7 Guidance and NaVigation 27.165 P(PH) 
1.3.1.8 Data Management 34.446 P(PH) 
1.3.1.9 [IT & C 10.474 P(PH) 
1.3.1.10 Power Generation 17 .627 P{PH) 
1.3.1.11 Power Distribution 63.246 P(PH) 
1.3.2 PIA Software (48.158) 
1.3.2.1 ~vionics Software 45.789 PCPS) 60,400 Machine 
Instruc-
tions 
1.3.2.2 ngine Software 2.359 PCPS) 12,500 Machine 
Instruc-
tions 













Independently developed costs input to 
SCPo 
Independently developed costs input to 
SCPo 
See Appendix A for detailed PRICE output. 
See Appendix A for detailed PRICE output. 
See Appendix A for detailed PRICE output. 
See Appendix A for detailed PRICE output. 
See Appendix A for detailed PRICE output. 
See Appendix A for detailed PRICE output. 
See Appendix A for detailed PRICE output. 
See Appendix A for detailed PRICE output. 
See Appendix A for detailed PRICE output. 
See Appendix A for detailed PRICE output. 
See Appendix A for detailed PRICE output. 
New design: 0.9, new code = 1.0. 
New design: 0.1, new code = 0.1. 
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DATA FORM C 











C~~FIGURATION Martin Class (D~ E) 
WBS IDENTIFICATION COST 
NUMBER NOt~ENClATURE EST 
1.3.3.1 PIA Module Systems lo\anagemen 
and Engineering 273.617 
1.3.4 PIA Refurbishment Operations 11.10 
- 1.4 Payload Module Segment (255.857) 
1.4.1 - P/!>t Hardware (240.760) 
1.4.1.1 Integration/Assembly/Test 29.879 
1. 4.1. 2. Structures 163.157 
1.4.1.3 Thermal 21.461 
1.4.1.4 ACS Propuision 26.263 
1.4.2 P/M Services (15.097) -
1.4.2.1 Systems Management and 
Engineering 
15.097 
1.6 KSC launch Segment (166.303) 
1.6.1 launch Hardware (53.5BO) 
1.6.1.1 Checkout/Handling Equipment 53.580 
1.6.2 Launch Software (19.911) 
1.6.2.1 lPS Software 19.911 
1.6.3 launch Facilities (74.520) 
1.6.3.1 SDLV Dedicated Facilities 49.200 
1.6.3.2 STS Facility Modification 25.320 
1.6.4 KSC Services 7.711 
TYPE HISTORICAL COII- I KEY TECH PlEXln QUANTIlY CHARAC-
EST DATA USED FACTOr, OR VAlUE TERISTIC 
P(PH) 







PCPS) 1.710.000 Machine 
Instruc-
tions 
A Orbiter 1.0 
Processing 
Facility 
A lC 39 Modifi O.? 
cation Costs 
P(SCP POP 81-2 
.tHC 'tr6i 'if tb:tn'~.ea"'dr6tth --i' ... '';' t:s'tFA,;;-.. ... ,;" .. ion-_"' " . 
..-.~ ~---.-.. -.'"-~-
REf-1ARKS 
Rat!o of refurbishment cost to unit cost. 
See Appendix A for detailed PRICE output. 
See Appendix A for o~tailed PRICE output. 
See Appendix A for detaile~ PRICE output. 
See Appendix A for detailed PRiCE output. 
Ratio of GSE cost to total DDT & E. 
New design = 0.25. new code = 0.5. 
00 
-n'a 
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DATA FORRI 4:: 










CONFIGURATION t1artio Class 1 (DDT & E) 
• WBS IDEHTIF!CATIOtt COST 
NUMBER NOf~ENCLATURE EST 
1.6.5 Launch Site Operations 10.581 
1.7 VAFB Launch Segment (78.942) 
1. 7.1 Launch Hardware (17 .860) 
'1.7.1.1 Checkout/Handling Equipment 17 .860 
1.7.2 Launch Software (5.552) 
1.7.2.1 Checkout Software 5.552 
. 
1.7.3 Launch Facilities (55.530 ) 
1.7.3.1 SDLV Dedicated Facilities 49.200 
1.7.3.2 STS Facility Modification 6.330 
1.8 Flight Support (49.267) 
1.8.1 Flight Operations Software (25.399 ) 
1.8.1.1 Nission Control Software 25.399 
1.8.2 Flight Operations Services (14.088 ) 
1.8.2.1 Flight Planning 14.088 
1.8.3 Flight Operatl0ns (9.623) 
1.8.3.1 MCC Operations 8.500 
1.8.3.2 Network Operations 1.123 
1.8.4 Recovery Site Operations (0.157 ) 
COf\- KEY TECH 
TYPE HISTORICAL hExm QUANTITY CHARAC- REf1ARKS EST DATA USED FACTOF OR VALUE TERISTIC 
P{SCP) POP 81-2 
P Ratio of GSE costs to total DDT & E. 





A Orbiter 1.0 "'CJilS 
Processing 0-
0 2 Facility :tJ~ A LC 39 Modifi 0.05 
cO "'0. cation Costs C> 
.'):0 ~ 
r-~ ~ I 
PCPS) 2,695,000 Machine New design = 0.1, new code = 0.2. ii 
Instruc-
tions 




P(SCP POP 81-2 
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DATA FORM C 
COST ESTIMATING METHODOLOGY ~ID TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
CONFIGURATION Martjn Class J CPOT & E) 
WBS IDENTIFICATION COST TYPE HISTORICAL 
NUMBER NOt~ENCLATURE EST EST DATA USED 
1.8.4.2 Recovery Site Institutional 0.157 P(SCP POP 81-2 Costs 
1.9 System-Level Integration (122.283) Segment 
1.9.1 SDLV Prime Contractor Integra 122.283 !:>(PH) tion 
. 
COtl- KEY TECH 
PLEXIH QUAtnITY CHARAC-
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DATA FORM C 
COST ESTIMATING METHOD3LOGY A~D TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
CONFIGURATION Martin Class] (production) 
WBS IDENTIFICATION COtl- KEY TECH COST TYPE HISTORICAL !'LEXm QUAI/TITY CHARAC- REMARKS NUMBER N0I1ENCLA TURE EST EST DATA USED FACTOF OR VALUE TERISTIC 
1.1 Solid Propulsion Segment (2115.167) I 
1.1.1 SRI-! Hardware (Thiokol) (1685.538) 
1.1.1.1 Reusable 678.528 P(SCP SRM Independently derived T-1 cost input to 
SCPo 
1.1.1.2 Expendable 1007.010 P(SCP SRM Independently derived T-l cost input to 
SCPo 
1.1.2 SRB Subassembly Hardware (USE ) (429.629) 
1.1.2.1' Reusable 226.619 P{SCP SRB 
1.1.2.2 Expendable 203.010 P{SCP SRB 
1.2 liquid Propulsion Segment (2243.830) 
1.2.1 ET Hardware (2022.596) 
1.2.1.1 Labor 880.380 P{SCP H, S-II Independently derived L.C. input to SCPo 
1.2.1.2 Material/Subcontractor 1142.216 P(SCP H, S-U Independently derived l.C. input to SCPo 
1.2.2 ET Project Support Services 221.234 P{SCP IT 
1.3 Propulsion/AVionics ~~dule ( 1335.850) Segment 
1.3.1 PIA Hardware ( 1091. 791) 
1.3.1.1 Integration/Assembly/Test 49.024 P{PH) See Appendix A for detailed PRICE output. 
1.3.1.2 Structures 164.610 P(PH) See Appendix A for detailed PRICE output. 
1.3.1.3 Thermal 113.845 P(PH) See Appendix A for detailed PRICE output. 
1.3.1.4 ~4in Engines (SSME) 429.041 P(PH) See Appendix A for detailed PRICE output. 
1.3.1.5 Propulsion Systems 171.385 P(PH) See Appendix A for detailed PRICE output. 
1.3.1.6 Auxiliary Systems 19.314 iP(PH) ~ee Appendix A for detailed PRICE output~ 
1.3.1.7 Guidance and Navigation 36.261 P(PH) ~ee Appendix A for detailed PRICE output. 
1.3.1.8 Data Management 45.237 P(PH) See Appendix A for detailed PRICE output • 
,_ .... 
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DATA FORM C 
COST ESTIMATING METHODOLOGY h~ID TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
CONFIGURATION Martin Class 1 (Production) 
WBS IDENTIFICATION COI\- KEY TECH COST TYPE HISTORICAL PLEXIn QUANTITY CHARAC-
NUI-IBER Nor1ENCLATURE EST EST DATA USED FACTm OR VALUE TERISTIC 
1.3.1.9 TT & C 14.212 P(PH) i I 
1. 3.1.11 Power Generation 18.907 P(PH) 
1.3.1.1 Power Distribution 29.954 P(PH) 
1.3.3 PIA Ser\'ices ( 244.059) 
1.3.3.1 PIA Module Systems Managemen 244.059 P(PH) 
and Engineering 
1.4 Payload Module Segment ( 2811.619) 
1.4.1 P/M Hardware ( 2459.256) 
1.4.1.1 Integration/Assembly/Test 116.036 P(PH) 
1.4.1.2 Structures 1588.711 P(PH} 
1.4.1.3 Thermal 182.238 P(PH) 
1.4.1.4 ACS Propulsion 572.271 P(PH) 
1.4.2 P/M Services (352.363) 
1.4.2.1 Systems Management and 
Engineering 
352.363 P(PH) 
1.9 System-Level Integration {666.916) 
Segment 
1.9.1 SDLV Prime Contractor Integra 666.916 P(PH) 
tion 
RH1ARKS 
See App~ndix A for detailed PRICE output. 
See Appendix A for detailed PRICE output. 
See Appendix A for detailed PRICE output. 
See Appendix B for detailed PRICE output. 
See Apperdix n for detailed PRICE output. 
See Appendix B for detailed PRICE output. 
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DATA FORM C 
COST ESTI~;;W«; I£iHo;}:!UJGY ;...·fiJ lE::H?HCAl O:.A?.ACTERISTICS 
Co/IFIGUR.~T[OU Martin (lace 1 (Ope£atfons) 
was IOEMTlfICATI~f COST 
IllWZER liOf{fllClA TURE EST 
1.1 Solid Propulsion Segment {506.392} 
1.1.3 SRB Refurbis~nt Operations (154.240) 
1.1.3.1 SRH (Thiokol) 49.678 
1.1.3.2 SP.S Stbasse:ot:oly {USBI} 104.562 
1.1.4 SRB Support Services ( 352.152) 
1.1.4.1 SI?J1 (Thioko 1) 220.966 
1.1.4.2. SRB Subassed>ly (USBi) 104.788 
1.1.4.3 PrOject (USB!) 26.398 
1.3 Propulsion/Avionics Module (1719.220) 
Se~nt 
1.3.2 PIA Software (231.820) 
1.3.2.1 ~Vionics Software 231.820 
1.3.4 PIA RefurbisBocnt Operations 1487.400 
1.4 Payload Module Segment (42.612) 
1.4.2 Ii> /fi Servi ces (42.612) 
1.4.2.2 Payload Integration 42.612 
1.6 :.sC launch Se~~·~t (2159.487) 
1.6.4 ~C Servkes (585.387) 
1.6.4.1 ~C Program Management 74.844 
1.6.4.2 ~c Sustaining Engineering 48.510 
1.6.4.3 ~C Institutional Costs 462.033 
1.6.5 aunch Site Operations (1574.100) 
1.6.5.1 Propellants I 136.026 1.6.5.2 aunch Operations 738.936 
T'fPE HISTORICAL ref\-PLEXlTt 
EST DATA USED FACTOP 
~(S~ POP 81-2 
(SC? POP 81-2 
P{SCP POP 81-2 
P(SCP POP 81-2 
P(SCP' POP 81-2 
PCPS} 
A X-1S 1.01 
P{SCP POP 81-2 
P(SCP POP 81-2 
P(SCp POP 81-2 
P(SCP POP 81-2 
P(SCP POP 81-2 
P(SCP POP 81-2 
)(£Y TErn ---QUlJITITY CHAAAC-
OR VAlUE TERISTlC Rfl>'JJ!XS 
00 
'"!l:;a 







~tio of refurbishment cost to unit cost. 
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DATA FOAM C 
COST ESTIHATIItG I£THilOOLOGY ~ID TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
CONFIGURATIOfi Hartin Class (OpeL:ations) 
WBS IDENTIFICATION COtt- KEY TECH COST TYPE HISTORICAL LEUTY QUAtITITY CHAAAC-!lUMBER NMIICLATURE EST EST DATA USED FACTO~ OR VALUE TERISTIC 
1.6.5.3 launch Support 360.261 P(SCP POP BI-2 
1.6.5.4 Transportation 41.976 P(SCP POP Bl-2 
1.6.5.5 Base Maintenance 296.901 P(SCP POP B1-2 
1.7 VAFB Launch Segment (}554.175 ) 
.7.4 VAFB Services (455.350 ) 
.7.4.1 VAFB Program Management 3.290 (SCP) POP Bl-2 
.7.4.2 '. VAFB Sustaining Engineering 100.310 (SCP) POP 81-2 
.7.4.3 VAFB Institutiona1 Costs 351.750 (SCP) POP B1-2 
.7.5 aunch Site Operations (109B.B2:: ! 
.7.5.1 Propellants 59.500 P(SCP) POP B1-2 
.7.5.2 launch Operations 733.705 P(SCP) POP B1-2 
.7.5.3 aunch Support 27.860 (SCP) POP 81-2 
.7.5.4 Transportation 66.395 (SCP) POP 81-2 
.7.5.5 ~ase Maintenance 211.365 (SCP) POP 81-2 
.B Fl i ght Segr.Jent (334.598) 
.8.2 Flight Operations Services (24.388) 
.B.2.1 fJ i ght Pl anni ng 24.388 (SCP) POP 81-2 . ~ ! 
.8.3 light Operations (296.408) 
.8.3.1 t-ICC Operations 197.918 (SCP) POP 81-2 
.8.3.2 Network Operations 86.832 P(stP POP 81-2 
.8.3.3 Iletwork Institutional Costs 11.658 P(SCP p(),'> 81-2 
.B.4 Recovery Site Operations (13.802) 
.8.4.1 ~covery Operations 10.586 • P(SCP ) POP 81-2 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
6. FUNDING PROFILES 
(FORM '0' REPORTS) 
This sectIon presents fundIng profiles for level 2 WBS Items In 
the SDLV I I fe cyc I e costs. These prof II es are reported I n NASA 
Form D reports per Data RequIrements document MF003M. These 
costs were generated using the RCA PRICE 'A' resource al location 
model and the spread factors as shown In Form A reports (Section 
4) • 
56 
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CONFIGURATION Hartjn Class I (I jftjng Reentry) 
COST UNITS $ Millions. 1982 
WBS IDENTIFICATION TOTAL COST 
AT 
NUMBER NOMENCLATURE COMPLETION 19.B5 
1.1 Solid Propulsion Segment 24.8 
1.2 Liquid Propulsion Se9ment 21.6 
1.3 PropulSion/Avionics Module 1538.6 22.3 
Segment 
1.4 Payload Nodule Se9ment 255.9 
1.6 KSC Launch Se9ment 166.3 5.6 
1.7 VAFB Launch Segment 78.9 1.1 
1.8 Flight Segment 49.3 1.5 
1.9 System-Level Integration 122.3 1.6 
Segment 
. 
DATA FORM 0 
NONRECUkRING (DDT&E) 
RECURRING (PRODUCTION) _____ _ 
x TOTAL PROGRAM FUNDING SCHEDULES 
RECURRING (OPERATIONS) _____ _ 
FISCAL YEAR 
19116 19.8] 19..88 19.132 19~ 19U- 1992... 19!1l. 199L 199.5- 1996... 1991.. 199.8.. 1999... 
5.4 12.2 6.9 0.3 
3.0 10.7 7.6 0.3 .• 
165.0 299.0 389.5 396.9 252.2 13.7 
25.6 67.7 90.4 68.1 4.1 
33.2 43.9 40.3 29.0 13.7 0.6 
8.5 15.3 20.0 20.4 12.9 0.7 
9.2 12.4 11.7 8.9 4.9 0.7 
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CONFIGURATION f.1artjn Class 1 (! Htjng Reentry) 
COST UNITS $ Millions 1902 
WBS IDENTIFICATION TOTAL COST 
AT 
NUMBER NOMENCLATURE COMPLETION 19BB 
1.1 Solid Propulsion Segment 2115.2 6.3 
1.2 Liquid Propulsion Segment 2243.8 6.7 
1.3 Propulsion/Avionics Module 1335.9 98.2 Segment 
1.4 Payload Nodule Segment 2811.6 11.5 
1.9 System-Level Integration 
Segment 
666.9 
~,~'- .,.,q~.-.. .. ---:-...--.. -::;-, ~ •. --..... ;;- ~!-"-'P~.~"'fI,'f"''''~ :~"-;"'"1"- ""Ii~;r, .,7 ~ 
DATA FORM D 
NONRECURRING (DDT&E) 
RECURRING (PRODUCTION) X TOTAL PRQGRAH FUNDING SCHEDULES 
19 B!l 19~ 19.9J. 19.22 19JU 
122.6 215.0 252.5 263.0 264.4 
130.0 228.0 267.8 279.0 280.5 
495.1 484.2 246.9 11.5 
97.5 199.1 290.1 359.0 397.8 
12.4 44.6 62.1 69.7 72.1 
RECURRING (OPERATIONS) _____ _ 
FISCAL YEAR 
19~ 19~ 19..2Q, 19.21. 19.!Ul. 
264.1 259.8 238.6 177.8 51.2 
280.2 275.6 ?53.1 188.6 54.3 
402.2 371.7 309.8 223.3 123.1 
72.5 72.5 72.1 69.7 62.1 
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'~"'!"""-·'~f'T·i"'.~~~."""~~'-'~- '01" .. :;" -"". :-- .. --
CONFIGURATION t·lartjn Class 1 (I iftjng Reentry) 
COST UN ITS $ Mill ions, 1982 
WBS IDENTIFICATION TOTAL COST 
AT 
NUMBER NOMENCLATURE COMPLETION 1988. 
1.1 Solid Propulsion Segment 506.4 
1.3 Propulsion/Avjonics f10dule 1719.2 
Segment 
1.4 Payload MOdule Segment 42.6 
1.6 KSC Launch Segment 2159.5 
1.7 VAFB Launch Segment 1554.2 
1.8 F1 ight Segment 334.6 
1.9 System-Level Integration 1425.4 
Segment 
-T- '-~"-----''"---·~---.-·T-·~.~~~ -,rr,,:-,"'~~~~-""'-"lJ" -"-_~-''''---~~~'.-~ .. --~.-- """l'!,~<' .>~., 
DATA FORM 0 
NONRECURRING (DDT&E) 
RECURRING (PRODUCTION) _____ _ TOTAL PROGRAM FUNDING SCHEDULES 
RECURRING (OPERATIONS) __ __"_x __ _ 
"FISCAL YEAR 
1989.. 1990.. 1991.. 19!12... 19U. 199i. 19!15,. 19!1li... 19!U. 19!18.. 199.9... 2000 20ul 20U2 
14.7 43., 57.2 61.8 62.7 62.8 62.4 59.8 50.8 28.9 1.5 
49.8 148.5 194.2 209.8 213.0 213.1 211.9 203.2 172.6 98.2 5.0 
1.2 3.7 4.8 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.0 4.3 2.4 0.1 
62.5 186.5 243.9 263.6 267.5 267.7 266.2 255.2 216.8 123.3 6.3 
45.0 134.2 175.5 189.7 192.5 192.6 191.6 183.7 156.0 88.8 4.5 
- 9.7 28.9 37.8 40.8 41.4 41.5 41.2 39.5 33.6 19.1 1.0 


















7. GOVERNMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
(FORM 'E' REPORTS) 
This section presents the requirements, by program phase, for 
NASA and other Government support of the SDLV program. Costs are 
reported In Forms E per Data Requirements document MF003M. Each 

















.- ,.....'.' :-__ '~'~~ •• ''''.'''"''-7~L''''~ .• ~- ,,;." ":1"-' ~~;~.-
-. - ,....-.:-. "" • .....,.. ..... i7'''f*''~.,...... ......,....,..._. P' l' ........ Pi! ;::..... 14 PiO $j . e ;: t. , 
DATA FORM E 
Sur~HARY OF Il;'S.~ :;Ufr:RT REQUIREf1ENTS 
CONF!GURATION f·lartin Class 1 (DDT & E) 
WBS IDENTIFICATION TYPE OF UNITS OF 
NUf~BER NOf.lEtlCLATURE SUPPORT HEASUREf~ENT 
1.6.4 KSC Services Ci vi 1 Servi ce Manpo~/er $7.711 N Labor 
1.8.3.2 Network Operations Tracking & Data Relay $1.123 11 Services 
Services 
1.8.4 Recovery Site Operations Civil Service Manpower $0.157 N Labor 
1.9.2.1 NASA Headquarters Contract Ci vil Servi ce 14anpo~/er $18.061 N Labor 
Administration 
1.9.2.2 NASA Headquarters Institutional 
Costs 
Civil Service Manpower $16.230 N Labor 
1.9.3.1 NASA JSC Program Nanagernent Civil Service Manpower $88.080 N Labor 
1.9.3.2 NASA J5C Institutional Costs Civil Service Manpowe~ ~106.050 f.I Labor 
1.9.4.1 NASA IlSFC Program Nanagernent Civil Service Manpower $67.230 N Labor 















Associated with first SDLV launch 
Associated with first SDLV launch 
Associated with first SDLV flight 
Associated with SDLV development. 
ROH only. 
Associated with SDLV development. 
ROf4 only. 
Associated with SDLV development. 
ROM only . 
Associated with SDLV development. 
ROf1 only. 
Associated with SDLV development. 
ROf4 only. 
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,_. ---,- • ___ L_, ':'!'WI!:L '1 
J 
DATA FORM E 
SUMr-lARY OF NilS':' S(;PrJRT REQUIREf1EtnS 
CQilf'GURATIOti Hartin Class (Production) 
WBS IDENTIFICATION TYPE OF UNlTS OF INCLUDED Hi COST EST SUPPORT MEASUREt1Etn REMARKS IIUMBER Nor~ENCLATURE YES flO 
1.9.2.1 NASA Headquarters Contract Civil Service Manpower' $71.787 M Labor X Associated with SDLV production. ROM Administratiu:t only. 
1.9.2.2 NASA Headquarters In~titutional Civil Service Hanpower $10.820 M Labor X Associated with SDLV production. ROM Costs 
only. 
1.9.3.1 NASA JSC Program Management Civil Service Manpower $58.720 M Labor X Associated \>/ith SDLV production. ROM 
only. 
1.9.3.2 NASA JSC Institutional Costs Civil Service Manpower $70.700 M Labor X Associated with SDLV production. ROM 
only. 
1.9.4.1 NASA MSFC Program. Management Civil Service Manpower $44.820 M Labor X Associated with SDLV production. ROi~ 
only. 
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DATA FORM E 
S;~:-lI};';'" 'iF :;:.-:: :~r~:ET PFjUIPE'-!£IHS 
(ijriF1 GURATiG:1 Martio rJacs {Operations) 
~BS I OEIIT! F I CAT lOti TYPE OF U:IIT'l (iF 
WJ!1oER IIOMEIICLATURE SUf'PORT 11EA5:Jp.WErlT 
1.6.4.1 KSC Program Hanagement Civil Service Hanpower 574.844 n Labor 
1.6.4.2 Y5C Sustaining Engineering Ci vil Servl ce ManpcMEr $48.510 11 Labor 
1.6.4.3 YSC Institutional Costs Civil Ser/ice Manpo~ler 5462.033 It Labor 
1.7.4.1 VAFB Program Management Civil SErvice Manpower $3.290 PI Labor 
1.7.4.2 VAFB Sustaining Engineering Aerospace Corp. Hanpower $100.310 M Labor 
1.7.4.3 VAFB Institutional Costs Ci vi] Servi ce lolanpower $351.750 ~I Labor 
UU.2 Network Operations Tracking & Data Relay $86.832 H Services 
Services 
1.B .. 3 .. 3 Network Institutional Costs Civil Service Manpower 511.658 H Labor 
1.8.4.1 Recovery Operations Ci vi 1 Service '1anpower 510.586 ~I Labor 
1.8.4.2 Recovery Site Institutional Civil Service Manpower $3.216 ~I Labor 
Costs 
1.9.2.1 NASA Headquarters Contract 
Administration 
Civil Service Manpower 577 • 720 N Labor 
1.9.2.2 flASA Headquarters Institutional Civil Servicr Manpower 534.706 H Labor 
Costs 
1.9.3.1 NASA JSC Program Management Civil Service Manpower $628.728 N Labor 
1.9.3.2 IlASA JSC Institutional Costs ~ivil Service Manpower S441.5;n} H Labor 
1.9.4.1 NASA MSFC Program Management /Civil Service Manpower .$77 .184 1'1 Labor 
1.9.4.2 IIASA HSFC Institutional Costs ~ivil Service Manpower S165.490 1'1 Labor 
I1iCUJDED 1'. 
COST EST 
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DETAILED PRICE MODEL OUTPUTS 
A.1 PROPULSION/AVIONICS MODULE 
This section of Appendix A presents the detal led output reporTs 
produced by the PRICE 84 hardware cost model In estimating 
development and production costs for the SDLV Propulsion/Avionics 
Module. These hardware costs all pertain to WBS 1.3.~, PIA 




WB S 1.3. 1 .4 
WB S 1.3. 1 .5 
WBS1.3.1.6 
WB S 1.3. 1 • 7 
WBS 1.3.1.8 
WBS 1.3.1.9 
WI:3 S 1.3. 1 • 1 0 
WBS 1.3.1.11 
Integration, Assembly and Test 
Structures Subsystem 
Thermal Subsystem 
Main Engines (SSME) 
Propulsion Systems 
Aux I I I ary Sy stenlS 
Guidance & Navigation Subsystem 
Data Management Subsystem 
TT&C Subsystem 
Power Generation SUbsystem 
Power Distribution Subsystem 
A-1 
, 
WJ.J...,)." ~ ____ ~~ ___ .__ ............ __ _ 
-- .---"""".""-~"'--"~.""'-'-"'---="","---$ -~-"'4"'--"'1·, 
i 
was 1.3.1.1 















- PRICE 84 - - -
INTEGRATION AND TEST 
TIME 21 :01 (282144) FILENAME: ITPA2.DAT 
3 
1.250 
INT WEIGHT 2297.589* MODE 
INT VOLUME 149.995* QUANTITY/NHA 5 1 
UNIT PROD COST 5210.68 
PROGRAM COST($ 1000) 

























DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL 
WEIGHT 47.658* 2249.931* 
CENSITY 35.000* 15.000* 
MFG. COMPLEXITY 9. 12B* 8.083* 
NEW DESIGN 1.000 1.000 
DESIGN REPEAT 0.000 0.000 
EQUIPMENT CLASS ***** ***** 
ENGINEERING CHANGES .089* .051* 
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.0 1.0 















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
ELECT VOL FRACTION 
PLATFORM 






























AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 









,",AN 87 (50) 
MAY 89* ( 133) 
( 70) 
(162) 
TOOLING & ~~,.-:ESS FACTORS 
DEVELOPMENi' TOOLING 1 .00* 










ORIGINAL B·j~~~.~"': ti;> 
OF POOR QUALITY 
WBS 1.3.1.2 














- - - PRICE 84 - - -
MECHANICAL ITEM 
TIME 21 :00 (282144) FILENAME: SDST~.DAT 
3 
1.250 
UNIT WEIGHT 3498.00 
UNIT VOLUME 97.00 
MODE QUANTITY /NHA 2 1 
UNIT PROD COST11B12.B4 
PROGRAM COST(S 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 



























































AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 

























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 




NOV 86* ( 2) 














DEVELOPMENT TOOLING M.SOO 
PRO[JUC1'!ON TOOLING M.500 
RA'rE TOOLING 0 
PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR *****~ 





















UNIT PROD COST 7462.80 





























ORlmNfU': I? :'.'Si~ F:J 
OF POOR QUAUl~1 
- - - PRICE 84 - -
MECHANICAL ITEM 







MODE 2 QUANTITY/NHA 1 









































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 






























AMORTIZ~O UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 
PROD COST MULTIPLIER 
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS 
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING M.500 
PRODUCTION TOOLING M.500 
RATE TOOLIN9 0 
PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR ****** 

























UNIT PROD COST 9855.42 





























- - - PRICE 84 - - -
MECHANICAL ITEM 








MODE 2 QUANTITY/NHA 1 









































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 




OCT 88* 2) 























AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 
PROD COST MULTIPLIER 
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS 
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING M.500 
·PRODUCTION TOOLING M.500 
RATE TOOLING 0 
PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR ****** 

























ORIGiNAL nl.,',f:Jr:' [~ r''''(..!41to:q ... .-r~ 
OF POOR QUALlrV 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
INTEGRATION AND TEST 












UNIT PROD COST 1309.97 
PROGRAM COST($ 1000) 
ENGINEERING 



















































YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 







































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 




..IAN 88 38) 

































































ORIG~I\!Al i-Ii':""!"': ~: .. J 
OF POOR QUALITY, 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
MECHANICAL ITEM 







MODE QUANTITY/NHA 2 1 
UNIT PROD COST24121.14 
PROGRAM COST($ 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 



























































AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 

























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 















PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 






































uRIGINAL PAQ~ i£; 
OF POOR QUALlrf 




TIME 21:01 FILENAME: SDTH2.DAT (282144) 
UNIT WEIGHT 1126.00 
UNIT VOLUME 11.00 
MODE QUANTI TY/NHA 2 1 
UNIT PROD COST 2298.30 
P~OGRAM CDST($ 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 



















































YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 





























PROTOTYPE SUPPORT . 
PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 




.JUN 86* 2) 








PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 


































ORfGlI\lAL I'J:,,',..,~ .~ rr> 
.-,,.;tJ.. I.<:J 
OF POOR QUALITY 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
INTEGRATION AND TEST 









33.916~ QUANTITY/NHA 5 1 
UNIT Pf:IOD COST 1412,00 
PROGlltIM COST($ 1000) 




















































YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 














PRODUCTION TOTAL COST 














PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 




"'AN 88 38) 
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i 
WBS 1.3.1.4 











ORIGlNf1l t·· . : ., I 
OF POOR (~·:~~.nY 
- - - PRICE 84 - ~ ~ 
MECHANICAL iTEM 







MODE QUANTITY/NHA 2 3 
UNIT PROD COST37434.74 
PROGRAM COST(S 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 



























... UN 85 























YEAR OF ECONOMICS 1982 
ESCALATION 0.00 
T-1 COST 50353.39* 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 47671.27* 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER. 1.35 
























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 




MAR 86* 11) 








PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 













































WBS 1.3.1.5 j 
1 r 
I 







MAIN FEED SVS. 
PRODUCTION QUANT!TV 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 
UNIT PROD COST 3780.93 























ORIGINAL P/\G:~ E8 
OF POOR QUALITY 
- - PRICE 8~ - -
MECHANICAL ITEM 







MODE 2 QUANTITY/NHA 1 




































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 





























YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 




















PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 




























ORiGiNj.\l ~j.\~:':: iG 
OF POOR QUALITY 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
MECHANICAL ITEM 











UNIT PROD COST 2438.53 
PROGRAM COST($ 1000) 
COST PRDCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 




















































YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMOATIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULlIPLIER 






























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 




APR 86* 8) 








PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 


































ORIGINAL Pf.\Gr:: i3 
OF POOR QUALITY 













UNIT PROD COST 4354.29 
PROGRAM COST($ 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
LJEVELOPMEN'( 



















































YEAR OF' ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 






























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 




"'AN 86* 2) 








PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 


































UNIT PROD COST 599.8S 






























YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV caST MULTIPLIER 















MODE QUANTiTY /NHA 2 4 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 















































PROTO SCHEOULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 




FEB 88* 11) 








PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 




























OMS HE. ·(I(S . 
PRODUCTION QUANTITY 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 
UNIT PROD COST 209.19 






























YEAR Of ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 





ORlGlNm .. FF.\".',~ :'~ 
OF POOR QW\U"iY 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
MECHANICAL ITEM 







MODE QUANTITY/NHA 2 2 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 















































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 










FIRST ITEM FINISH 
\JUL86* 
APR 89* 
\JAN 88* 8) 
\JAN 89* 3) 
A-20 
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS 
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 
PRODUCTION TOOLING 
RATE TOOLING . 
PRICE IMPROVEMENT .FACTOR 






















RCS PRIMARY THRSTRS 
PRODUCTION QUANTITY 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 
UNIT PROD COST 754.75 

































MODE QUANTI TY/NHA 2 24 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 



































PROTO SCHeDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 



















MAY 88* 44) 







YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 




















PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 
UNIT lEARNING CURVE 

















RCS VERNIER THRSTRS. 
PRODUCTION QUANTITY 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 
UNIT PROD COST 530.82 






























YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
, DEV COST MULTIPLIER 





ORI<::iN;,l l';;.', .. \ ;' ,,' 
OF POOf( QUi~UYf' 









0.50 QUANTITY/NHA 2 4 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 















































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 










FIRST ITEM FINISH 
SEP 87* 
MAR 90* 
'"'UN 86* 15) 
,",UL 89* 8) 
A-22 




PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 





















ORiGlr~"'{l ~3'!;,C~ r:~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
INTEGRATION AND TEST 
TIME 21 :01 (282144) FILENAME: SDPR2.DAT 





INT WEIGHT 1932.085* MODE 
INT VOLUME 128.806* QUANTITY/NHA 
5 
1 
UNIT PROD COST 5818.99 
PROGRAM COST(S 1000) 



























































AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 









PRODUCTION TOTAL COST 














PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 




"'AN 88 0) 














DEVELOPMENT TOOtING 1.00* 













































AUXILIARY POWER SYSTEM 
PRODUCTION QUANTITY 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
MECHANICAL ITEM 




1 .. 250 
UNIT WEIGHT 1225.00 





UNIT PROD COST 3402.03 
PROGRAM ooST($ 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 



















































YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 






























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 




'"'UN 86* 3) 








PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 






















































- - - PRICE 84 - - -
MECHANICAL ITEM 
TIME 21 :01 (282144) FILENAME: SDAUX2.DAT 
3 
1.250 
UNIT WEIGHT 6706.00 
UNIT VOLUME 62.00 
MODE QUANTITY/NHA 2 1 
UNIT PROD COST 1015.20 
PROGRAM COST($ 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 



















































YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 






























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 















PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 



































ORIGINJitl t~ ::.J.?~ \~. 
OF POOR QUAl.IY·'.l 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
INTEGRATION AND TEST 




UNIT PROD COST 139.79 






























YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALAnON 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 










22.800* QUANTITY/NHA 5 1 
MONTHLY PROD RATE 0.07 













































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 




"'AN 88 38) 

































































ORIGINAL pp.~~ t~l 
OF POOR QUALln' 
~ - - PRICE C4 - - -
MECHANICAL ITEM 







MODE QUANTITY/NHA 2 1 
UNIT PROD COST 2381.58 
PROGRAM COST($ 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 



















































YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 






























PROTD SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 





















DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00* 
PRODUCTION TOOLING 1.00* 
RATE TOOLING 0 
PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR. *****' 

















ASCENT TVC DRIVER 
PRODUCTION QUANTITY 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 9 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
ELECTRONIC ITEM 
TIME 21 ;01 (282144) 
UNIT WEIGHT 
4.000 UNIT VOLUME 
FILENAME: SDGC2.DAT 
40.00 MODE 1 
1.00 QUANTITY /NHA 3 
UNIT PROD COST 425.20 
PROGRAM COST($ 1000) 

























DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL 
WEIGHT 19.100* 20.900 
DENSITY 40.000 20.900* 
MFG. COMPLEXIry 10.100 6.600 
NEW DESIGN 0.100 1.000 
DESIGN REPEAT 0.564* 0.465* 
EQUIPMENT CLASS ***** ***** 
ENGINEERING CHANGES .080* .015* 
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.5 0.3 















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
ELECT VOL FRACTION 
PLATFORM 











SCHEDULE START FIRST ITEM FINISH 
DEVELOPMENT '"'UN 85 11) APR 86* 12) APR 87* 23) 
PRODUCTION '"'UN 87 19) DEC 88* 7) uUL 89* 26) 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
YEAR OF ECDNOMICS 1982 TOOLING & PROCESS FAC1'ORS 
ESCALATION 0.00 DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00* 
T-1 COST 536.96* PRODUCTION TOOLING 1,00* 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 603.33* RATE TOOLING 0 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 1.35 PRICE IMPROV~MENT FACTOR ****** PROD COST MULTIPLIER 1. 35 UNIT LEARNING CURVE .889* 
COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION 'rOTAl COST 
FROM 2889. 4592. 7430. 
CENTER 3350. 5430. 8780. 
TO 3871. 6321. 10192. 
A-30 












OFdGiNe11, t .: ~ 
OF pom~ QUf\!.i~" 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
ELECTRONIC ITEM 
TIME 21 :01 (282144) 
12 UNIT WEIGHT 




r.'lODE QUANTITY/NHA 1 4 
UNIT PROD COST 351.32 
PROGRAM COST($ 1000) 


























DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL 
WEIGHT 1S.500* 17.500 
DENSITY 40.000 17.500* 
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10.100 8.600 
NEW DESIGN O. 100 1 .000 
DESIGN REPEAT 0.851* 0.481* 
EQUXPMENT CLASS ***** "'***'" 
ENGINEERING CHANG~S .058* .015* 













ENGINEERING COMPLEX lTV 
PROTOTYPE SUPPORT 
PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
ELECT VOL FRACTION 
PLATFORM 
YEAR OF TECHNOLOGY 
RELIABILITY FACTOR 
MTBF(FIELD) 
SCHEDULE START FIRST ITEM FINISH 
DEVELOPMENT IJUN 85 11) APR 86* 14) ..,UN 87* 
PRODUCTION ..,UN 87 19) DEC 88* 8) AUG 89* 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
YEAR OF ECONOMICS 1982 TOOLING & PROCESS FACTO"S 
ESCALATION 0.00 DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 
T-1 COST 485.55* PRODUCTION TOOLING 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 484.95* RATE TOOLING 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 1.35 PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 
















COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST 
FROM 2835. 4912. 7747. 
CENTER 3289. 5819. 9108. 











UNIT PROD COST 14e.B8 






























YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
'f-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 






~ __ 'M __ ~ ______ ~ __ ~~""_. 
ORIGINAL pr.,t". r;-:: "('~ 
''''.',,",,", I ( I 
OF POOR Q~JALlr( 











QUANTITY/NHA 2 5 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 















































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
, PLATFORM 










FIRsr ITEM FINISH 
OCT 87* 
APR 89* 
MAY 86* 17) 29) 
23) AUG 88* 8) 
A··32 
TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS 
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00* 
PRODUCTION TOOLING 1 .00* 
RATE TOOLING 0 
PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR ****** 


















UNIT PROD COST 111.S9 






























YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
!SCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMoRTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 





ORIGINAL PAGE US 
OF POOR QUALITY 
- - ~ PRICE 84 - - -
ME~'HANICAL ITEM 







MODE Q4ANTITY/NHA 2 8 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 















































P~OTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 




MAR 86* (18) 








PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 































ORfCU\!t,\!. F' . . 
•• I\~\ '. . 
OF r:1oo:~ f)< 11\' ,.""",. ~ ... h,. •• I 
- - - PRICE 84 - - • 
MECHANICAL ITEM 









MODE Q\JANTITY /NHA 2 2 
UNIT PROO COST 378.&8 
PROGRAM COST ( $ 1000) 
COST PROCESS 'ACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 



















































VEA" 0' ECONOMICS 
nCAl.ATtON 
T-l COST 
AMQ"TIZIIO UNIT COST 
Dl!V COS,' MULTlPLll!R 
P"OD COST MOl.!IPl.l!" 























21. 1 1S. 














YEAR Of' TECHNOLOGY 
R!LIAIILITY FACTOR 
MTU'(!fULD) 
FIRST ITEM FINISH 
SEP 88+ 
MAR 89. 
DEC 8tH g) 18 ) 
22 \ NOV 88+ .,) 
TOOl.ING & PROCESS FACTORS 
A-34 
Dl!VELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00. 
PRODUCTION TOOLING 1.00. 
RAT! TOOLING 0 
PRICE IMP~OVEMENT FACTOR •••••• 


















ORlGlNAL PAGIi! US 
Of POOR QUALlT'l 
- - - PRICE B~ - - -
El~CTRONIC ITEM 
TIME 21:01 FILENAME: SDGC2.DAT (282144) 
8 UNIT WEIGHT 33.00 MODE 
3.000 UNIT VOLUME 1.00 QUANTITY/NHA 1 2 
UNIT PROD COST 3157.BB 
PROGRAM COST($ 1000) 









































DI!SIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTORS 
WEIGHT 115.1500· 17.500 ENGINEERING COMPLEXITY 
DENSITY ~C.OOO 17.S00. PROTOTYPE SUPPORT 
MfG: COMPLEXITY 10.100 B.800 PROTO ~CHEDULE FACTOR 
NEW DESIGN 0.100 1.000 ELECT VOL FRACTION 
DESIGN REPEAT 0.6151(1 0.481· PLATFORM 
EQUIPMENT CLASS ***** •• * •• YEAR OF TECHNOLOGY 
ENGINEERING CHANGES .084. .018* RELIABILITY FACTOR 
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.15 0.3 MTB!"(FIELD) 
SCHEDULE START FIRST ITEM FINISH 
DEVELOPMENT '"'UN 85 ( 11) APR 88' 10) fEB 87. 
PRODUCTION "'UN 97 ( 19) DEC 88' 4) APR 89* 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
YEAR OF ECONOMICS 1982 TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS 
ESCALATION o.bo O!VELOPMENT TOOLING 
T-1 COST 423.g0. PRODUCTION TOOLING 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 543.83· RATE TOOLING 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 1. 35 PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 














•• ** •• 
. 89!5:t: 
COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST 
FROM 2045. 2778. 4823. 
CENTER 2382. 3283. S82S. 
TO 2724. 3777. 8501. 
A-35 
~~_.;. __ ,_" .. ____ "_ •• , •. ",o._,~ ............... _,_~_.,_.,, ••• ~._~,_ .. '".~.~." •.• ~,_ ,.,~,'. _, , ,. 














ORiGINAL PAGi:: tS 
OF POOR QUAliTY 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
INTEGRATION AND TEST 
TIME 21 :01 (282144) 
GUIDANCE/CONTROL SYSTEM INTEG/ASSY/TEST 
PRODUCTION Q~JANT:ny 






UNIT PROD COST 273.40 
PROGRAM COST(S 1000) 

























DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL 
WEIGHT 15.199* 8.824* 
DENSITY 35.000* 15.000* 
MFG. COMPLEXITY 9.308* 8.984* 
NEW DESIGN 0.500 0.500 
DESIGN REPeAT 0.000 0.000 
EQUIPMENT CLASS ***** ***** 
ENGINEERING CHANGES .135* .104* 
INTEGRATION LEVEL 1.0 0.3 















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
ELECT VOL FRACTION 
PLATFORM 





















YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
C~V COST MULTIPLIER 
















\JUN 87 0) 
SEP 88* 21) 


























. ' ~., .... ~_~."_.~~_ ... _ •. _~-.:_. __ c_. 
"'-'-' .. ~-.-.-~~.........,..... .. + _ ..... " ---_ ........... .-__ .l1li._ .......... ,., 
WBS 1.3.1.8 






















ENGINE INTERFACE UNIT 
PRODUCTION QUANTITV 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 
OHluil'<:I\1. iJj\GI:Z IS 
OF, POOR QUALITY 
g 
- - - PRICE 14 - - -
ELECTRONIC ITEM 
TIME 21 :01 (282144) 
UNIT WEIGHT 
4,000 UNIT VOLUME 
FIL~NAME: SDOM2.DAT 
19.80 MODE 1 
0.80 QUAHTITY/NHA 3 
UNIT PROD COST 238.57 
PROGRAM COST($ 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR MONTHLY PROD RATE 1.46 
























DESIGN FACTORS ~LECTRONIC MECHANICAL 
WEIGHT 12.800* 7.000 
DENSITY 40.000 8.750. 
MFG. COMPLEXITY 9.900 8.BOO 
NEW DESIGN 0.100 1.000 
DESIGN REPEAT ~.823. 0.425. 
EQUIPMENT CLASS *0 •• * *.*.* 
ENGINEERING CHANGES .054. .014* 















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
ELECT VOL FRACTION 
PLATFORM 
YEAR OF TECHNOLOGV 
RELIABILITV FACTOR 
MTBF(FIELD) 
SCHEDUle START FIRST ITEM FINISH 
DEVELOPMENT llUN 85 11) APR 88* 12) APR 87. 
PRODUCTION '"'UN 87 17 ) OCT 8S. \5) MAR 89. 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
VEAR OF ECONOMICS 1982 TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS 
ESCALATION 0.00 DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 
T,:,1 COST 29st.94· PRODUCTION TOOLING 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 345.18* RATE TOOLING 
DEY COST MULTIPLIER 1.35 PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 
















COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST 
FROM 1888. 2831. 4319. 
CENTER 19153. 3107. SOfJO. 










ORIGINAL PAGE 19 
OF POOR QUALITY 
- - - PRIC~ 84 - - -
ELECTRONIC ITEM 







MODE QUANTITY /NHA 
1 
5 
UNIT PROD COST 390.83 
PROGRAM COST(S 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
OEVELOPMENT 
























DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL 
WEIGHT 17,400* 19.300 
DENSITY 40.000 12.867* 
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10.100 6.600 
NEW DESIGN 0.100 1.000 
~ESIGN REPEAT 0.858* 0.491* 
EQUIPMENT CLASS ***** ***** 
ENGINEERING CHANGES .057* .015* 
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.5 0.3 















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
ELECT VOL ~~ACTION 
PLATFORM 











SCHEDULE START FIRST ITEM FINISH 
DEVELOPMENT .JUN 85 11) APR 88* 16) AUG 87* 27) 
PRODUCTION .JUN 87 19 ) DEC 88* 9) SEP 89* 28) 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
YEAR OF ECONOMICS 1982 TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS 
ESCALATION 0.00 DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.001' 
T-1 COST 539.84* PRODUCTION TOOLING 1.00* 
AMORTIZED U~llT COST 525.97* RATE TOOLING 0 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 1.35 PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR *oO •• t. 
PROD COST MULTIPLIER 1. 35 UNIT LEARNING CURVE .883* 
COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST 
FROM 3511. 8644. 10155. 
CENTER 4081. 7890. 11970. 
TO 4716. g214. 13930. 
A-39 











f , , I' 












ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
6 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
ELECTRONIC ITEM 
TIME 21 :01 (282144) 
UNIT WEIGHT 
3.000 UNIT VOLUME 
FILENAME: SOOM2.0AT 
62.00 MODE 1 
2.50 QUANTITY I~;~ 2 
UNIT PROD COST 831.73 
PROGRAM COST(S 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR MONTHLY PROD RATE 1.01 
























DESIGN FACTORS ELECtRONIC MECHANICAL 
WEIGHT 30.800* 31.400 
DENSJTY 40.000 12.560* 
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10.100 6.600 
NEW DESIGN 0.100 1.000 
DESIGN REPEAT 0.892* 0.533* 
EQUIPMENT CLASS ***** ***** 
ENGINEERING CHANaES .051* .013* 















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
ELECT VOL FR~CTION 
PLATFORM 
YEAR OF TECHNOLOGY 
RELIABILITY FACTOR 
MTBF(FIELD) 
SCHEDULE StART FIRST ITEM FINISH 
DEVELOPMENT '"'UN 8S 7) DEC 8S* 9) SEP 86* 
PRODUCTION \JUN 87 21) FEB 89* 5) \JUL 89* 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
YEAR OF ECONOMICS 1982 TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS 
ESCALATION 0.00 DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 
T-1 COST 749.97* PRODUCTION TOOLING 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST g24.09* RATE TOOLING 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 1.3S PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 
















COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST 
FROM 2804. 4893. 7497. 
CENTER 3277. 5545. 8821. 






















- - - PRICE 84 - - -
ELECTRONIC ITEM 
DATE "i-SEP-82 
PCM MASTER UNIT 
TIME :21 :01 (282144) FILENAME: SDOM2.DAT 
PRODUCTION QUANTITY 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 3 UNIT WEIGHT 29.70 MODE 2.000 UNIT VOLUME 1.00 QUANTITY/NHA 
UNIT PROD COST 329.78 
PROGRAM COST(S 1000) 

























DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC ~~CHANICAL 
WEIGHT 13.800* 15.900 
DENSITY 40.0UO 15.900* 
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10.100 B.SOO 
NEW DESIGN O. 100 1.000 
DESIGN REPEAT 0.843* 0.459* 
EQUIPMENT CLASS ***** ***** 
ENGINEEMING CHANGES .071* .018* 
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.5 0.3 















PROTO SCUEDULE FACTOR 
ELECT VOL FRACTION 
PLATFORM 






























YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 
















TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS 
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00* 
PRODUCTION TOOLING 1.00* 
RATE TOOLING 0 
PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR ****** 


















--. ·-0_-,.. .... ---~~'! _____ ... ____ ... _'_1 r____ ....,._~~-....... _ 
\....... 2Q 
OAT! 7-SEP-82 
MASTER TIMING UNIT 
PRODUCTION QUANTITY 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 
ORIGINAL r ":J1E is 
OF. POOR QUALITY 




TIME :.11:01 (282144) 
UNIT WEIGHT 
UNIT VOLUME 
FILENAME: 500M2. OAT 
28.80 MODE 1 
1.00 QUANTITY/NHA 2 
UNIT PROD COST 311.97 
PROGRAM COST(S 1000) 

























DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL 
WEIGHT 13.:U)0* 115.300 
DENSITY 40.000 15.300. 
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10.100 8.800 
NEW DESIGN 0.100 1.000 
DESIGN REPEAT 0.841. 0.459* 
EQUIPMENT CLASS *--_. ***** 
ENGINEERING CHANGES .084* .01S. 
INTEGRATION LEVEL O.! 0.3 















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
~LECT VOL FRACTION 
PLATFORM 





















YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 

















APR 8e* 10) 
DEC Ba. 4) 
rOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS 
21) 
23) 
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00* 
PRODUCTION TOOLING '.00* 
MTE TOOLING 0 
PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR ••• *.* 



















UNIT PROD COST 521.44 






























YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 






ORIGlNi~l Pf\('~~; ,~. 
OF POOR QUALITY 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
MECHANICAL ITEM 







MODE QUANTITY/NHA 2 1 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 
































PRODUCTION TOTAL COST 













PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 




APR 86* ( 7) 








PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 





























- - - PRICE 84 - - -
ELECTRONIC ITEM 
TIME :l1 :01 (282144) 
UNIT WEIGHT 
4.000 UNIT VOLUME 
FILENAME: SDOM2.DAT 
54.00 MODE 1 
2.00 QUANTITY/NHA 3 
UNIT PROD COST 1190.79 
PROGRAM COST(S 1000) 

























DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL 
WEIGHT 43.700* 10.300 
DENSITY 40.000 9.150* 
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10.400 8.800 
NEW DESIGN O. 100 O. 100 
DESIGN REPEAT 0.727* 0.497* 
EQUIPMENT CLASS ***** ***** 
ENGINEERING CHANGES .069* .01S. 
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.5 0.3 















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
ELECT VOL FRACTION 
PLATFORM 





















YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTI~LIER 

















MAY 8B* 12) 
FEB 89* 8) 




PRICE IMPROV~MENT FACTOR 



































ORIGINAL Pj~G~~ m; 
OF POOR QUALITY 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
MECHANICAL ITEM 
TIME' 21 :01 
(2~2144) 
FILENAME: SDDM2.DAT 
MULTIPLEXER INTERfACE ADAPTER 
PRODUCTION QUANTITY 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 1as BO.OOO UNIT WEIGHT UNIT VOLUME 6.30 1. 00 MODE QUANTITY /NHA 2 55 
UNIT PROD COST B.215 






























YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 





COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 
MONTHLY PROD RATE 1B.54 














































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 




'"'AN 88* 44) 








PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 




























• "'~" ·"~~·-''''''~-:---'''''''-~~''OO;''''-'~''''''I~·~··''·~~~'''''''·'''''''·'-V~~~~IJillJt .. r $-'~ 
, 
ORIGIi\1f-\ii t":l":i,' r~' L. L • 4\,,,.. k~ 
Of POOR QUALITY 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
INTEGRATION ~ND TEST 
TIME 21 :01 (282144) 
DATA MOT.SYSTEM INTEG/ASSY/TEST 
PRODUC1'ION QUANTITY 3 INT WEIGHT 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 1.250 INT VOLUME 
FILENAME: SOOM2.DAT 
51,817. MODE 5 
1.008* QUANTITY INHA 1 
UNIT PI\OD COST 433,38 MONTHLY PROD RATE 0,10 











TOOL-TEST EQ 124. 
SUIITOTAL(MFG) 1080, 
TOTAL COST 11387. 
DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL 
WEIGHT 38.492- 15. '25. 
DENSITY 3e,228. 15,000. 
MFG, COMPLEXIty 9,445. 7,108. 
NEW DESIGN 0.500 0.500 
DESIGN REPEAT 0.000 0,000 
EQUIPMENT CLASS _ •• -. ..- •• 
ENGINEERING CHANGES ,133* .049. 
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.5 0.3 















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
ELECT VOL FRACTION 
PLATFORM 





















YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 
















"liN 87 (0) 
NOV 88* (19) 































NEWORK SIGNAL PROCESSOR 
PRODUCTION QUANTITY 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 6 
ORIGINAL P/~GC r.$ 
OF POOR QU",:\UTY 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
ELECTRONIC ITEM 
TIME 21 :01 (2921044) 
UNIT WEIGHT 
3.000 UNIT VOLUME 
FILENAME: SDTT2.DAT 
9.00 MODE 1 
0.70 QUAN"I'ITY/NHA 2 
UNIT PROD COST 1B3.80 
PROGRAM COST(S 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR MONTHLY PROD RATE 1 . 41 
























DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL 
WEIGHT B.700* 2.300 
DENSITY 40.000 3.286* 
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10.100 B.800 
NEW DESIGN 0.100 0.100 
DESIGN REPEAT 0.593* 0.388* 
EQUIPMENT CLASS ***** ***** 
ENGINEERING CHANGES .081* .01B* 















PROTO ~CHEDULE FACTOR 
ELECT VOL FRACTION 
PLATFORM 
YEAR OF TECHNOLOGY 
RELIABILITY FACTOR 
MTBF(FIELD) 
SCHEDt,lLE START FIRST ITE~' FINISH 
DEVELOPMENT ""UN 85 11) APR 88* ( 10) FEB 87* 
.PRODUCTION oJUN 87 18) SEP 88* ( 3) DEC 88* 
SUPPL~MENTAL INFORMATION 
YEAR OF ECONOMICS 1982 TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS 
ESCALATION 0.00 DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 
T-1 COST 193.82* PRODUCTION TOOLING 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 257.97* RATE TOOLING 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 1.35 PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 
















COST RANGES OEVf.:LOPMENT PROPUC'n:ON TOTAL COST 
FROM 838. 1323. 2182. 
CENTER 970. 1548. 2517. 





PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 8 
.. 
OR1GtNAL rAG\:! tf] 
OF POOR QUAUTY 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
ELECTRONIC ITEM 
TIME 21 :01 (282144) 
UNIT WEIGHT 
3.000 UNIT VOLUME 
FILENAME: SDTT2.0AT 
35.00 MODE 1 
3.00 QUANTITY/NHA 2 
UNIT PROD COST 511.34 
PROGRAM COST ($ 1000) 
COST PROCESS F'!!:.CTOR MONTHLY PROD RATE 1.04 
























DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL 
WEIGHT 18.900* 18.500 
DENSITY 40.000 8.187* 
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10.400 B.BOO 
NEW DESIGN 0.100 0.100 
DESIGN REPEAT 0.874* 0.534* 
EQUIPMENT CLASS ***** ***** 
ENGINEERING CHANGES .073* .017* 















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
ELECT VOL FRAcrION 
PLATFORM 
YEAR OF TECHNOLOGY 
RELIABILITY FACTOR 
MTBF(FIELD) 
SCHEDULE START FIRST ITEM FINISH 
DEVELOPMENT \JUN 85 12) MAY 88~ 9) FEIS 87* 
PRODUCTION ~UN 87 20) ~AN 89* 5) \JUN 89* 
SI..~PPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
YEAR OF ECONOMICS 1982 TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS 
ESCALATION 0.00 DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 
T-i COST 808.14* PRODUCTION TOOLING 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 781.32* RATE TOOLING 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 1.35 PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 
















COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST 
FROM 2289. 3888. 8177. 
CENTER 2881. 4568. 7228. 


















ORIGINAL PAG~ ~Sf 
OF POOR QUALITY 
- - - PRICE 8~ - - -
ELECT~ONIC ITEM 
DATE 7-SEP-82 TIME 21 :01 (282144) FILENAME: SDTT2.DAT 
S-BAND P~EAMPLIFIE~ 
3 UNIT WEIGHT 26.00 MODE PRODUCTION QUANTITY 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 2.000 UNIT VOLUME 2.00 QUANTITY /NHA 
UNIT P~OD COST 290.88 
PROG~AM COST(S 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR MONTHLY PROD RATE 1.00 
























DESIGN FACTO~S ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL 
WEIGHT 12.000* 1~.000 
DENSITY 40.000 7.000* 
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10.100 8.800 
NEW DESIGN . 0.100 0.100 
DESIGN REPEAT 0.834* 0.503* 
EQUIPMENT CLASS ***** ** ••• 
ENGINEERING CHANGES .071* .018* 















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
ELECT VOL FRACTION 
PLATFORM 
YEAR OF TECHNOLOGY 
RELIABILITY FACTOR 
MTBF(FIELD) 
SCHEDULE START FIRST ITEM FINISH 
DEVELOPMENT '-'UN 85 11) APR SO* 7) NOV 88* 
PRODUCTION JUN 87 18 ) NOV 88. 2) JAN 89. 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
YEAR OF ECONOMICS 1182 TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS 
ESCALATION 0.00 DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 
T-1 COST 315.39* PRODUCTION TOOLING 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 529.82. RATE TOOLING 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 1. 315 PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 
















COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST 
FROM 1084. 1375. 2439. 
CENTER 1230. 1589. 2819. 






~ - "1 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
ELECTRONIC ITEM 
DATE 7-SEP-82 TIME 21 :01 (282144) FILENAME: SDTT2.DAT 
S-BAND PWR AMPLIFIER 
3 UNIT WEIGHT 33.00 MODE PRODUCTION QUANTITY 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 2.000 UNIT VOLUME 2.00 QUANTITY /NHA 
UNIT PROD COST 385.93 
. PROGRAM COST(S 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR MONTHLY PROD RATE 0.96 
























DESIGN F~CTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL 
WEIGHT 15.500* 17.500 
D'l:!f,IISITY 40.000 8.750* 
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10.100 a.BOO 
NEW DESIGN O. 100 O. 100 
DESIGN REPEAT 0.851* 0.508* 
EQUIPMENT CLASS ***** ***** 
ENGINEERING CHANGES .071* .018* 















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
ELECT VOL FRACTION 
PLATFORM 
YEAR OF TECHNOLOGY 
RELIABILITY FACTOR 
MTBF(FIELD) 
SCHEDULE START FIRST ITEM FINISH 
DEVELOPMENT \JUN 85 11) APR 86* 7) NOV 88* 
PRODUCTION '"'UN 87 19 ) DEC 88* 2) FEB 89* 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
YEAR OF ECONOMICS 1982 TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS 
ESCALATION 0.00 DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 
T-1 COST 398.98* PRODUCTION TOOLING 














DEV COST MULTIPLIER 1.35 PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR ***"'** 
PROD COST MULTIPLIER 1.35 UNIT LEARNING CURVE .907* 
COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST 
FROM 1304. 1691. 2994. 
CENTER 1509. 1958. 3487. 
TO 1738. 2239. 3977. 
A-51 




















_r ___ - ..... "~ . ..,.,.~-""' I: "....... •• ,f4 ,~ ... ....--,..., ... ----.... "--.................. , .~4"'."'" ... ¢.iI? ..... -_!li$""J ... lllltJllllall!lla~#_._', 
~~:a 1 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
ELECTRONIC ITEM 
DATE 7-SEP-82 TIME 21 :01 FILENAME: SDTn.DAT (282144) 
S-BAND FM XMTR 
PRODUCTION QUANTITY e UNIT WEIGHT 3.50 MODE 1 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITV 3.000 UNIT VOLUME 0.20 QUANTITY/NHA 2 
UNIT PROD COST 100.46 COST PROCESS FACTOR MONTHLY PROD RATE 1.52 











TOOL~TEST EQ 45. 
SUBTOTAL(MFG) 365. 
TOTAL COST 604. 
DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL 
WEIGHT 2.800* 0.700 
DENSITY 40.000 3.500* 
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10.400 8.800 
NEW DESIG.'II . 0.100 0.100 
DESIGN RE~F.AT 0.549* 0.245* 
EQUIPMENT CLASS ***** ***** 
ENGINEERING CHANGES .067* .~1610 
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.5 0.3 















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 






















YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 





12) MAY 86* ( 9) 
















PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTCR 






















ORIGINAL PAG2 b~~ 
OF POOR QUA1.I~ 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
ELECTRONIC ITEM 
DATE 7-SEP-82 TIME 21 :01 (292144) FILENAME: SDTT2.DAT 
S-BAND FM SIGNAL PROCESSOR 
PRODUCTION QUANTITY 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 3 2.ClOO UNIT WEIGHT UNIT VOLUME 12.00 1.00 
MODE QUANTITY INHA 
UNIT PROD COST 218.49 
PROGRAM COST($ 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 
























DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL 
WEIGHT 9.000* 3.000 
DENSITY 40.000 3.000* 
MFG. COMPLEXITY 10.100 6.600 
NEW DeSIGN 0.100 0.100 
DESIGN REPEAT 0.B14* 0.422* 
EQUIPMENT CLASS ***** ***** 
ENGINEERING CHANGES ,069* .018* 
INTEGRATION LEVEL 0.5 0.3 















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
ELECT VOL FRACTION 
PLATFORM 











SCHEDULE START FIRST ITEM FINISH 
DEVELOPMENT '"'UN 85 11) APR 88* 7) NOV 88* 18) 
PRODUCTION '"'UN 87 16 ) SEF' 88* 2) NOV 88* 18) 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
YEAR OF ECONOMICS 1982 TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS 
ESCALATION 0.00 DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 1.00* 
T-1 COST 23B.91* PROr.IUCTION TOOLING 1.00* 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 403.39* RATE TOOLING 0 
DEY COST MULTIPLIER 1. 35 PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR ****** 
PROD COST MULTIPLIER 1.35 UNIT LEARNING CURVE .907* 
COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST 
FROM 815. 1048. 1863. 
CENTER 941. 1210. 2151. 













UNIT PROD COST 43.64 
























DEVELOPMENT "UN 85 
PRODUCTION., "U~ 87 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 





,-. -.-----.---?-~.---.~-~"'-"""115_ ...... ""'''' __ -... '-:-... :11 ... _ .... --_$S_IIIIlII\II~"''' 










MODE QUANTITY INHA 2 1 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 













































ENGINEERING COMPLeX IT', 
PROTOTYPE SUPPORT 
PROTO SCHEDUI..E FACTOR 
PLATFORM 




MAY 86* ( B) 








PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 



















































MODE QUANTITY /NHA 2 1 
UNIT PROD COST 43.64 
PROGRAM COST($ 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 



















































YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COSY MUL.n~LIER 















PROOUCTION TOTAL COST 














PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLAfFORM 




MAY 86* 8) 








PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 






































TT!C SYSTEM INTEG/ASSV/TEST 
PRODUCTION QUANTITY 3 
'\ 
ORIG'N~\L Pi\Qi! ~~ 
OF POOR QUALITV 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
INTEGRATION AND TEST 
TIME 21 :01 (282144) FILENAME: SDTT2.DAT 
INT WEIGHT 10.910* MODE 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 1.250 INT VOLUME 0.122* QUANTITY/NHA 5 1 
UNIT PROD COST 124.81 MOMTHLY PROD RATE 0.09 











TOOL-TEST EQ 29, 
SUBfOTAL(MFG) 304. 
TOTAL COST 2205. 
DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL 
WEIGHT 9.073* 1.837* 
DENSITY 74.180* 15.000* 
MfG. COMPLEXITY 9.445* 8.851~ 
NEW DESIGN 0.250 0.250 
DESIGN REPEAT 0.000 0.000 
EQUIPMENT CLASS ***** ***** 
ENGINEERING CHANGES .148* .049* 
INTEGRATION LEVEL 1.0 0.3 















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
ELECT/VOL FRACTION 
PLATFORM 





















YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 
















'-'UN 87 (0) 
.JUL 88* (23) 


















































UNIT P~OD COST 9!~.48 
PROGRAM COST($ 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOF'MENT 



















































YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCAl.ATlON 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT cos'r 
DEV COST MUL TIPLIIiR 






























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 















PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 


























f ... -·-··~-~,,·· . '\"', ~; 
DATE '-SEP-82 
HYDROGEN STORAGE TANK 
~RODUCTION QUANTIYY 
PROTOTYPE QIJANTITY 
U~IT PROD COST 715.32 






























YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 






.~~ .... ~"","" ,~,,,, ... , ·7-1"·-"'-'~-~"'·"IA't~,~-~-"-,,,,,,~,,,,,,,~~,,,,,,,,..>.II'tI''''''''''''1+_4i4""'-'~"'IiIII ..... __ ellllll aIII_,.._ 
, -, 
ORIGI,NAl P~\Ci1~ ~~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 




TIME 21 :01 (282144) 
UNIT WEIGHT 
UNIT VOLUME 
FII.ENAME: SDEP2. OAT 
141. eo 
14.00 
MODE QUANTITY/MHA 2 1 

































PRODUCTION TOTAL COST 














PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 




MAR 86* 5) 








PRIC~ IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 






























, ~ .• _'~,,1o..o..o.i.'l.II. ..... __ .L-" ... __ '_'-"'.'_'''" __ .'''''. 
l \ 
OXYOEN STORAOE TANK 
PRODUCTION QUANTITY 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 
ORIGINAL PAm~ r$~ 
OF POOR QUALlr" 










MODE QUANTITY/NHA 2 1 
UNIT PROD COST 72S.S1 
PROG"AM COST($ 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 



















































YEAR 0' ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMOIitTIZEO UNIT COST 
OEV COST MULTIPLIER 






























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 
YEAR OF TECtlNOLOIilY 
RELIAISILITV FACTOR 
MraF ( , IELD ) 
FIRST ITEM 
SEP 1115' e) 









PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 






































UNIT PROD COST 220.25 
























DEVELOPMENT '"'UN 85 
PRODUCTION '"'UN 87 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMO~TIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 





,:' ",~",,'>, "'''.'' .•• -.'''''> ....... ~.::_.r'' ..... .,....~l~.~~ .. ___ ',.~_.~ 













COST P'ROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 















































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATfORM 
YEAR OF TECHNOLOGY 
RELIABILlTYi'ACTOR 
MTBF(FIELD) 
FIRST ITEM fINISH 
FEB Be* 5) ,",UL 88* 
AUG 88* 1)' SEP 88* 




PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 




































TIME 21 :01 (2B2144) 
UNIT WEIGHT 
UNIT VOLUME 
Fn.ENAME: SDEP2. DAT 
482.00 
7.00 
MODE QUANTITY/NHA 2 1 
UNIT PROD COST 1072.22 
PROGRAM COST($ 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 



















































YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 eOST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 






























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 




FEB 86* ( 5) 








PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 






















































,..~.-... ,~.~- , .... 
"""- -_.~"- •• ---'-r' .• " ....... ' ..... ~.,rr---........-- .. ...--~-.~.'~ ---·'~- ............. __ -- ..... --~-.-.......'-_"""""O!If~~-__ ,rr~,-:--.... 1( .............. _. _*'_'" 
\ 
WBS 1.3.1.11 












ORIGINAL: PIV'~:': pr 
OF POOR QUt\'i.J1Y' 
• • • P~ICE 8~ • - -
ELECr"ONIC IrEM 
TIME 21 :01 (21121 .... ) FILENAME: SDEP2.DAT 
8 UNI'f WUGHT 4!1.00 MODE 
3.000 UNIT VOLUMfI 1.00 QUANTITV INHA 1 2 
UNIT PAOO C01T 171.7-
P~OO"~ COST(S 1000) 


























D!SIGN 'ACTO~S ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL 
WUGHT 33.000. 12.000 
DENSny 1S0.000 12.000. 
M'O. COMPLEXITV •. GOO a.GOO 
HlW DESIGN 1 .000 1 .000 
DISIGN AIPIAr 0.SS2. 0 ... S3. 
EQUIPMENT CLASS ••••• • •••• 
ENOINE!AINO CHANGES .037. .014' 
INT!OAATION LEVIL O.S 0.3 
PlllonuCT!ON TOTAL COST 
'5R. 1008. 













PIIIOTO SCHIOUL~ 'ACTOR 
!L!CT VOL fRACTION 
PLAnORM 
YEAIII 0' T!CHNOLOGY 
RELIABILITV fACTOR 



















YEA" 0' I~~MICS 
!SCALATU1N 
T"1 COST 
AMOATiZEO UNIT COST 
DIV COST MULTIPLIEA 

















MAY It,. I) 
AUG 11ft. 3) 
TOOLING & P"OC!SS fACTOIIIS 
:l0} 
HI) 
D~V!LOPM!NT TOOLING 1.00* 
PllloDUcrlON TOOLING i.OO. 
IIIAT! TOOLING ° 
P~IC! IMP~OV!~!NT FACTOR •••••• 










~~~ ..... ~..w-,....,,;. ~''''~-;''''-",,,,,,,,,,".,, ·,j,"-""~"'-"'';'>'''''~·'''''''''''''''''''''-'~''''''''--''''''''''''d_ .-<-~,_"'--. __ ... ., "" •. "._, . ..... ,., 
, 
-. 
- - - PRICE 8~ - - -
ELECTRONIC ITEM 
DATE 7-SEP-82 TIME 21:01 (2B2144) FILENAME: SDEP2.DAT 
POWER CONTROL ASSY 
3 UNIr WEIGHT 200.00 MODE PRODUCTIOI., QUANTITY 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 2.000 UNIT VOLUME 4.00 QUANTITY/NHA 
UNIT PROD COST 499.B4 
PROGRAM COST($ 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR MONTHLY PROD RATE 1.04 
























DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL 
WfiIGHT 100.000* 100.000 
D~NSITY 50.000 25.000* 
MFG. COMPLEXITY B.eoo' 6.600 
NEW DESIGN 1.000 1.000 
DESIGN REPEAT 0.e34* 0.581* 
EQUIPMENT CLASS ***** ***** 
ENGINEERING CHANGES .043* .017* 















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
ELECT VOL FRACTION 
PLATFORM 
YEAR OF TECHNOLOGY 
RELIABILITY FACTOR 
MTBF(FIELD) 
SCHEDULE START FIRST ITEM FINISH 
DEVELOPMENT LJUN 85 12) MAY 86* 6) NOV 88* 
PRODUCTION LJUN 87 18) NOV 88* 2) LJAN 89* 
SUPPLEME~rAL I~~O'~ATION 
YEAR OF ECONOMICS 1982 TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS 
ESCALATION 0.00 DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 
T-1 COST 539.11* PRODUCTION TOOLING 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 885.71* RATE TOOLING 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 1. 35 PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 
















COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST 
FROM 11359. 2252. 13611. 
CENTER 12874. 2657. 15531. 
TO 14910. 3185. 18095. 
A-65 




ORIGINAL t~fi~~ [S 
OF POOR QUAliTY 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
ELECTRONIC ITEM 
DATE 7-SEP-82 TIME 21 :01 (282144) FILENAME: SDEP2.DAT 
POWER OIST.BOX 
3 UNIT WEIGHT 150.00 MODE PRODUCTION QUANTITY 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 2.000 UNIT VOLUME 4.00 QUANTITY/NHA 
UNI1' PROD COST 387.98 
PROGRAM COST(S 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR MONTHLY PROD RATE t. 10 
























DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL 
WEIGHT 75.000* 75.000 
DENSITY 50.000 18.750* 
MFG. COMPLEXITY 8.800 B.BOO 
NEW DESIGN 1.000 1.000 
DESIGN REPEAT 0.814* 0.576* 
EQUIPMENT ClASS .**** ***** 
ENGINEERING CHANGES .043* .016. 















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
ELECT VOL FRACTION 
PLATFORM , 
YEAR OF TECHNOLOGY 
RELIABILITY FACTOR 
MTBF(FIELD) 
SCHEDULE START FIRST ITEM FINISH 
DEVELOPMENT '"'UN 85 12 ) MAY 88* 6) NOV 86* 
PRODUCTION "UN 87 18) NOV 88* 1) DEC 88* 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
YEAR OF ECONOMICS 19a2 TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS 
ESCALATION 0.00 DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 
T-1 COST 418.23* PRODUCTION 'rOOLING 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 704.00* RATE TOOLING 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 1. 35 PRICE IHPROVEMENT FAOTOR 
















COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST 
FROM 9611. 1796. 1140B. 
CENTER '10883. 2112. 12995. 













ORIGINAL l!)iV.;):E; n~ 
OF POOR QUALil'V 








428.00 . MODE 
7.00 QUANTITY/NHA 2 1 
UNIT PROD COST 988.25 
PROGRAM COST($ 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 



















































YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 






























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 




FEB 88* 5) 




TOOLING & PROCESS FACTORS 
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING 
PRODUCTION TOOLING 
RATE TOOLING , 
PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 


































UNIT PROD CO~lT 3843. 97 























- - - PRICE 84 - - -
MECHANICAL ITEM 
TIME 2~:01 (282 4 44) FILENAME: SDEP2.DAT 
3 
2.000 
UNIT WEIGHT 2071.00 
UNIT VOLUME 7.00 
MODE QUANTITY/NHA .2 1 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 



































PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 





























YEAR OF ~CONDMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 




















PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 












































ORIGINt4l PAG2 ES 
OF POOR QUALITY 
- - - PRICE e4 - - -
INTEGRATION AND TEST 
TIME 21 :01 (282144) FILENAME: SDEP2.DAT 
ELECTRICAL. POWER SYSTEM INTEGI ASSY /TEST 
PRODUCTION QUANTITY 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 3 1,250 INT WEIGHT INT VOLUME 303.441* MODE 18.860* QUANTITY/NHA 5 1 
UNIT PROD COST 503,53 
PROGRAM COST($ 1000) 

























DESIGN FACTORS ELECTRONIC MECHANICAL 
WEIGHT 20,538* .282.904* 
DENSITY 35.000* 15.000* 
MFG. COMPLEXITY 7,88~* 7.713* 
NEW DESIGN 0.000 0,500 
DESIGN REPEAT 0.000 0.000 
EQUIPMENT CLASS ***** ***** 
ENGINEERING CHANGES .074* .053* 
INTEGRATIO~ LEVEL 0.3 2.0 















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
ELECT VOL FRACTION 
PLATFORM 





















YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATIO~ 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 
















'"'UN 87 0) 
OCT 88* 20) 





































A.2 PAYLOAD MODULE 
This section of Appendix A presents the detailed output reporTs 
that were produced by the PRICE 84 hardware cost model In 
estimating development and production costs for the SDLV Payload 




















• -,---",,_. ">~_~~4'I ,__ ._~~ .... _, __ , .... __ ...... __ 111!1"11 .. ___ ..... ,.,. 
DATE 7-SEP-82 





- - - PRICE 84 ~ - -
MECHANICAL IVEM 
nME 21: 13 (232144) FILENAME: SDPM2.DAT 
134 
1.2!lU 
UNIT WEIGHT 35438.00 
UNIT VOLUME 394.00 
MODE QUANTITY /Nt-IA 2 1 
UNIT F~OD COST 9141.22 
PROGRAM COST($ 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPM~NT 



























































AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 

























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 











"UL 88* ( 2) 




( 16) (150) 
1'OOLING & PROCESS FACTORS 
DEVELOPMENT TOOLING M.100 
PRODUCTION TOOLING M.500 
RATE TOOLING 0 
PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR ****** 












: ' . 
DATE 7-SEP-82 
- - - PRICE 84 - - -
MECHAN!CAL ITEM 
TIME 21: 13 (282144) ~ILENAME: SDPM2.DAT 
PAYLOAD MODULE REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM 
PRODUCTION QUANTITY 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 134 1.250 UNIT WEIGHT 1095.00 UNIT VOLUME 7,2.00 MODE QUANTITY/MiA 2 1 
UNIT PROD COST 3B98.52 
PROGRAM caST(S 1000) 
COST PROCESS FACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT 


















































YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEY COST MULTIPLIER 






























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 











\lUL 88* ( 2) 




( 16) (150) 




PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 




































- - - PRICE 84 - - -
MECHANICAL ITEM 
TIME 2t:13 (282144) 
PAYLOAD MODULE THERMAL PROTECTION SYS. 
PRODUCTION QUANTITY 




MODE QUANTITY /NHA 2 1 
UNIT ~ROD COST 1103.25 
PROGRAM COST(S 1000) 




















































YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
ESCALATION 
T-1 COST 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 






























PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 











APR 88* ( 1) 




( t~, ) 
( 150) 




PRICE IMPROVEMENT FACTOR 


























" - - PRICE 84 - - -
~NTEGRATION AND TEST 




" o! , 
PAYLOAD MODULE INTEG/ASSY/TEST 
PRODUCTION QUANTITY 
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY 
UNIT PROD COST 891.80 






























YEAR OF ECONOMICS 
eSCALATION 
AMORTIZED UNIT COST 
DEV COST MULTIPLIER 









2723.198* MODE 5 





















MONTHLY PROD RATE 1.15 















PROTO SCHEDULE FACTOR 
PLATFORM 
























"'AN 88 (0) 
MAY 89*" '(11a) ( 32) (133) 















" .~ , 
~ I 
